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If we would elevate the moral standard of any country where we may be called to go, we must begin by
correcting the physical habits of the people.
Mrs. E. 0. White, "Healthful Living," p. 2^2.
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| To Those Who Receive This Special
I Number of The Medical Evangelist
i
Your attention is called to the statement of purpose of the
Evangelist as found on page three of the journal.
If you are a Lay Member, its message is for you, and you are
asked to do all you can to secure subscriptions.
If you are a Local Church Officer it is asked that you will pre
sent to your church the value of the message this journal car
ries, and influence as many families as possible to subscribe
to it.
If you arc a Minister, Conference or Union Conference Officer
it is hoped that the influence of this journal will be so greatly
desired in your field that you will do all you can to promote
its circulation, and that you will contribute to its columns as
occasion arises.
If you are a Medical Worker, physician or nurse, or are affiliated with medical work, it is expected that you will take
more than an ordinary interest in helping- to extend the innce of The Medical Evangelist both by increasing: its cir
culation, and by contributing- to its columns when you have
a special ray of light which oug-lit to be passed on for the
blessing of the readers.
If you are a Worker in this cause in any capacity it is hoped
that you will become a subscriber and a regular reader of
this journal, and that you will desire to make it one of your
means of teaching the people the relation between health and
religion.
HHiJIII
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Examine this number of THE MEDICAL
EVANGELIST carefully and then write the
editor a personal letter. We want to know
if you will aid in circulating it for the sake
of the message it bears.
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THE MINISTRY OF SUFFERING
Cr

UFFERINO tends to bring:us into new relations to men. When Job has
found God, and so begun to think and feel in Godlike ways, he 'be
gins to think and feel toward men as God does. His captivity is
turned when his heart turns in pity and yearning desire to.these asso
ciates who have not been taught and illuminated in his school. God
stops short of nothing else with us. We may be humbled until our
pride is gone, bruised till the will is meek, chastened till we arc
obedient; we may be disciplined into reverence and sober thoug-ht and virtuous con
duct; but God is not content with these, nor with anything but a love for man like His
own. Then our captivity of worldly life, of crushing trouble, of dissolving happiness,
of bitter perplexity, of unsubdued spirit, of rebellious complaint, is turned. God, in
deed, we need for trust, but equally we need humanity for love and service. There
must be a real field for the play of our redeemed powers, as there must be for the dis
cipline of our unsanctified nature. This field is not God, nor heaven, nor our own
souls, but this world of men about us. Theodote T. Mwiger.
From the deepest sorrow, the patient and thoughtful mind will gather richer wis
dom than pleasure ever yielded. Suffering- chastens and sweetens the nature, teaches
patience and resignation, and promotes the deepest as well as the most exalted thought.
Suffering, patiently and enduringly borne, is one of the noblest attributes of man.
There is something so noble in the quality as to lift it into the highest regions of hero
ism. Sorrow-is, in some mysterious way, linked with joy and associated with tender
ness. Henry Varnicin.
For it became HIM, for whom are all things, and by whom arc all things, in
bringing many sons unto glory, to make the Captain of their salvation perfect through
suffering. Paul.

The Medical Evangelist for 1922
ITS CHARACTER, ITS MISSION, ITS FIELD
HE MEDICAL EVANGELIST stands
in the Advent Movement as a champion
of those principles of health which God
has revealed to us through the Bible
and the Spirit of Prophecy as a part of God's
last message to the world.
It seeks to bear a message to our own people
only; teaching the application o>f those princi
ples to the individual life, not in a narrow nor
in an extreme way, but in a broad, practical
and scientific way in harmony with Revela
tion, to the end that His people may not only
have strength of body, but also to so relate
these principles to other parts of the Gospel
that they all operating together may develop
in us strength and purity of mind and charac
ter and we be qualified to finish the work of
the message and prepared for translation.
To this end it purposes to give definite in
struction which will help its individual readers
to reach this goal.
. It not only thus stands for a balanced mes
sage in individual Christian experience, but
for the same balance in the message borne to
others and in methods of labor employed in
the presentation of the gospel to a lost world ;
believing that the message which prepares -us
for translation is likewise the message to be
given for the salvation of others,
It therefore stands as an earnest advocate
and supporter of the God-given principles of
health as the "right arm" of the message, and
of Gospel Medical Missionary work as the
"entering wedge" in the presentation of the
message and so constituting the "door to the
cities."

T

It-Slaud_s_jpr .medical evangelism. the unio^
aiifLb] ending. of _lhe _ spiritual ami medical
wnrk. pot ftpjy {c> foe e\UMii that evangelical
ajiijjnedieal workers \\ill cooperate, but that
they_ will both believe and bear the same mes_ labor -£-nr tli<J () 'K' Oective

of winning souls and give: tliemselves
It purposes to carry inspiration along these
lines to laymen, to educators, to medical and
evangelical workers ; to give its readers the
lienefit of the experience of those who have
successfully demonstrated any of these prin
ciples in various- parts of the field, that there

may be an exchange of experience among
those who are studying these methods of
work and endeavoring to further develop and
perfect them until all shall reach the plan
which God has set before us.
There is no other journal occupying this
field in the Advent Movement ; and there is
urgent necessity that the organ which is de
voted to this work should extend its influence
to every nook and corner of the movement.
The promoters of this journal are not satis
fied with past attainments, and the Board of
Managers has now placed it on a more secure
and permanent basis, that its influence may be
strengthened and extended throughout the
field.
It is planned that the journal will carry a
department on medical evangelism. This de
partment will keep before the readers God's
method of teaching the gospel that "In the
work of the gospel teaching and healing are
never to be separated" ("Ministry of Heal
ing," p. 141). i^idDJ^ol^ejoiiiaaase^atid

fof^niOP-J^Lfe. Tn^RfJgflrfi-iq l^1 -spiritualphvsica jnes. This department is also

to contain reports from medical evangelistic
efforts and campaigns carried forward in the
field, that the readers may gather inspiration
both from God's instruction and from the ex
perience of others.
A department of Physiological Therapeutics
will be conducted dealing with curative agen
cies and methods. This department of scien
tific medical advancement should be of pecu
liar interest to Seventh-day Adventist physi
cians. The special feature here will be original
articles by our physicians who are doing ex
perimental and research work and who are in
a position to give the most authoritative infor
mation on new developments in dietetics and
physiological methods. Quite a good deal of
experimental and research work is being clone
in the various laboratories of the College of
Medical Evangelists, and this will give our
physicians the opportunity of keeping inform
ed upon what is being done. In tbjs_ department^we hope_alsp for an exchange of reports
on research work clone to develop the light
. treat,ment,oj
QSjiJiasjEivsaji^^
, such
remedies
own
is.
use^ofJH
the
by
disease
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We hope to 'stimulate a desire to penetrate
this field farther than has been done in the
past, and to stimulate our people to expect
more along this line in the future.
The late Dr. David Paulson once said, "We are
naturally inclined to interpret the Testimonies in the
light of our own practice instead of humbly acknowling that we have come short of the glory of God. It
is 'God's plan that the prophets should hew us up to
the divine standard, (Ho ea 6:5) while the tendency
of our natural intimations is to hew the prophets
down to the level of our practice. On this question
of drug therapy I am quite convinced that the rei'oimers need to be reformed.''
Upon this point God has sent us the following in
struction: "Many physicians are not as thorough and
intelligent as they should be in the practice of their
profession. They resort to drugs, when greater skill
and knowledge would teach them a more excellent
way." Mrs. E. G. White. Quoted in "Healthful Liv
ing," p. 247.
"Institutions for the care of the sick are to be es
tablished where men and women suffering '.from dis
ease may be placed under the -care of God-fearing
physicians and nurses, and be treated without drugs.
. . . It is the Lord's purpose that His method of
healing without drugs shall be brought into promi
nence in every large city through our medical insti
tutions." Testimonies, Vol. 9, pp. 168, 169.
"There are many ways of practicing the healing
art; but there is only one way that Heaven approves.
God's remedies are the simple agencies of nature,
that will not tax or debilitate the system through
their powerful properties. Pure air, and water,
cleanliness, a proper diet, purity of life, and a firm
trust in God are remedies, for the want of which
thousands are dying; yet these remedies are going
out of date because their skillful use requires work
that the people do not appreciate. Fresh air, exer
cise, pure water, and clean, sweet premises, are
within the reach of all with but little expense; 'but
drugs are expensive, both in the outlay of means,
and the effect produced upon the system." Testi
monies, Vol. 5, p 443.

lw^J^. faith in what God
scientifically working out His intions. making;
His revealed
will our
guide.
*S»Maii
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o this end we will open the columns of this
journal to any and all who work out some
thing of value. Let each individual send in a
ray of light which has gleamed up in his ex
perience, and these all together will make a
blaze of light to be given to the people.
A Home Medical Missionary department is
planned, to he based upon the same principles
as the Medical Evangelistic department, but
adapted to medical home missionary work in
the church, the church school, the neighbor
hood, and the home.
A department of Dietetics is planned, with
possibly a sub or affiliated department on
Cooking, in which it is purposed to make a
practical application of the instruction in these
lines which has come to this people through
Page Four

the Spirit of Prophecy, and to associate \u:
this matter such confirmation of this irbtrii,
tion as can he found from any source, man.
ing scientific research and human experience
There will be a department in which reporj
of our medical workers at home and abvoa
will appear, which will represent our saui;^
iuni work at home and to some extent on
medical missionary work abroad.
Special attention will also be given to mat
ters of interest to our Seventh-day Adventiit
graduate nurses, including reports of worl
done by such nurses in the home land and in
the foreign fields, both as private nurses am
in our institutions.
We are anxious that this journal shall hei
to lift the gaze of our people and our medicai
workers to a high view and conception of the
purpose of our medical work, and how Goi
wishes it to be conducted. We wish it migk,
turn the attention of many toward medical i
evangelism whose attention is now directed i
toward professional medical work.
\^e. also wish that this magazine might
cause llie laity of the denomination to receive
a^de.'irer conception of the health message '"
Us_ setting in the whole message,, and. whp:
is,set in the message like one of the spokes ir,
a \\heel, and so, learning to appreciate mou
God's plan and purpose in it, might joyfully
accept it and so receive from it what .God,ha>
put in it for TTis people.
"Thus it is purposed that the magazine shall L
bear a distinct message to Seventh-day!
Adventists only, and that it shall become ;i
great help to every true-hearted one in reach
ing his goal.
From the foregoing it may be seen thai
there is no intention or thought of infringing
upon the purpose or field of the parent healtl
journal, "Life and Health," as the purpose
and field of the two magazines are as different
and distinct as that of the "Signs" and tlu"Review."
In this issue of TI-IK MEDICAL EVANGELIST
we have several choice and valuable quotation?
from the Spirit of Prophecy which are out ot
print and not readily accessable to our people.
More such matter will appear in later issues.
We feel sure that many of our readers will
want to preserve these, and this will contri
bute to making the journal desirable and help
ful. Anv reader who has a choice quotation
which other readers will appreciate is invited
to send it to the editor.

m&s^^

j Home Medical Missionary Work
IjfggiiwwffirasnGnsngmfWftj^^^

THE CIRCULATION OF OUR
HEALTH JOURNALS
MM. E. G. White

HE circulation of our health publications
is a most important work. It is a work
in which all who believe the special
truths for this time should have a living
interest. God desires that now, as never be
fore, the minds of the people shall be deeply
stirred to investigate the great temperance
question and the principles underlying true
health reform.
The physical life is to be carefully educated,
cultivated, and developed, that through men
and women the divine nature may be revealed
Both the physical and the
in its fulness.
mental powers, with the affections, are to be
so trained that they can reach the highest
efficiency.
That perfection of character which the Lord
requires is the fitting up of the whole being as
a temple for the-indwelling of the Holy Spirit.
God will accept of nothing less than the service
of the entire human organism. It is not enough
to bring into action certain parts of the living
machinery. All parts must work in perfect
harmony, or the service will be deficient. It is
thus that man is qualified to coooperate with
God in representing Christ to the world. Thus
God desires to prepare a people to stand before
Him pure and holy, that He may introduce
them into the society of heavenly angels.
Perfection of character cannot be attained
when the laws of nature are disregarded; for
this is transgression of the law of God. His
law is written by His own finger upon every
nerve, every muscle, every fiber of our being,
upon every faculty which has been intrusted
to man. These gifts are bestowed, not to be
abused and corrupted, but to be used to His
honor and glory in the uplifting of humanity.
But how far have men departed from ful
filling God's purpose! Wherever we look, we
see defilement and corruption. The world is
full of disease and misery, deformity and sin.
Life is regarded as of little value. Crime is
increasing on every side. By many, sins of the
very darkest dye are lightly regarded, or even

T

justified. The violation of physical law, with
its consequent suffering, has so long prevailed
that the terrible results of such violation are
now regarded as the appointed lot of humanity.
God is not pleased to have this suffering exist.
This is not His work. It is the work of man.
The wretchedness and misery, poverty and
woe, that exist all around us are brought about
by wrong habits, by violating the laws that
God has made to give health and happiness.
What can be done to press back the inflow
ing tide of evil? The people must be led to
understand its cause. With unerring certainty
the seed sown produces a harvest of its kind.
He who sows to the flesh shall of the flesh reap
corruption. He who sows to the Spirit shall
of the Spirit reap life everlasting. In order
that men may be more careful how and what
they sow, they must be led to realize that they
make their own harvest. This is the great
need of the masses of mankind at the present
time. The blessing that God gives as the re
sult of obedience to the laws of health, is a heal
ing power, a balm for many of the evils that
are cursing the world today. Satan's strongest
hold on man is through disobedience to these
laws.
The relation that exists between mind and
body is very intimate; when one is affected, the
other is always more or less in sympathy. It
is impossible for men, while under the power
of sinful, health-destroying habits, to appre
ciate sacred truths. When the intellect is
clouded, the moral powers are enfeebled, and
sin does not look sinful. The most ennobling,
grand, and glorious themes of God's word
seem but idle tales. Satan can then easily
snatch away the good seed that has been sown
in the heart; for the soul is in no condition to
comprehend or understand its true value. It
is thus that selfish, health-destroying indul
gences are counteracting the influence of the
message which is to prepare a people for the
great day of God.
We are living in a most solemn, awful mo
ment of this earth's history. Not a soul whose
life is one of careless self-degradation, through
transgression of physical laws, will stand in
the great day of trial just before us. There is
Page Five

a terrible account to be rendered to God by
those who have but little regard for the human
body, and treat it ruthlessly. Transgression of
God's law is sin, and the punishment is death.
"Know ye not that ye are the temple of God,
and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you?
If any defile the temple of God, him shall God
destroy; for the temple of God is holy, which
temple ye are."
Reform, continual reform, must be kept be
fore the people, and by our example we must
enforce our teachings. True religion and the
laws of health go hand in hand. It is impos
sible to work for the salvation of men and
women without presenting to them the need of
breaking away from sinful gratifications, which
destroy health, debase the soul, and prevent
divine truth from impressing the mind. Men
and women must be taught to take a careful re
view of every habit and every practice, and at
once put away those things that cause an un
healthy condition of the body, and thus cast
a dark shadow over the mind. If the word of
God were studied as it should be, we would
better understand the value which the Lord
places upon men and women, whom He has
purchased at infinite cost. Many of these are
in great distress because they know not the
truth in regard to these things. They are per
ishing for lack of knowledge. Our Heavenly
Father sees the deplorable condition of these
poor souls who, ignorant of the result, are dis
regarding the great foundation principles of
nature's laws. And it is in love and pity that
He has caused light to shine upon this subject,
showing the blessings that are sure to reward
obedience, as well as the terrible punishment
that will follow transgression.
The Saviour has told us in plain language
what would be the condition of the world just
before His second coming. And today we can
not fail to see that His prophecy is rapidly
fulfilling. "But as the days of Noah were, so
shall also the coming of the Son of Man be.
For as in the days that were before the flood
they were eating and drinking, marrying and
giving in marriage, until the day that Noah
entered the ark, and knew not until the flood
came, and took them all away; so shall also
the coming of the Son of Man be." We are
told that in the days of Noah lie fore the flood,
"God saw that the wickedness of man was
great in the earth, and that every imagination
of the thoughts of his heart was only evil con
tinually."
Page Six

Christ has given a warning message that th
fearful destruction so soon to come upon the
inhabitants of the world may not find them
unprepared. "Take heed to yourselves," Hs
says, "lest at any time your hearts be over
charged with surfeiting, and drunkenness, and
cares of this life, and so that day come upon
you unawares. For as a snare shall it come
on all those that dwell on the face of the whole
earth. Watch ye therefore, and pray always,
that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all
these things that shall come to pass, and to
stand before the Son of Man." This message
is to be given at this time. We are witliou
excuse in failing to give it to the world will
power.
God desires His people to be light-bearers t<
a world lying in midnight darkness. But i
they refuse to go forward in the light \vhicl
He causes to shine on their pathway, the li^i
will finally become to them darkness; and i'i
stead of being light-bearers to the world, they
themselves will be lost in the blackness tint
surrounds them. God desires His light-bearers
ever to keep a high standard before them, by
precept and example they must hold this per
fect standard high above Satan's false stand
ard, which, if followed, will lead to misery,!
degradation, disease, and death for both body
and soul.
Those who act as teachers are to be intelli
gent in regard to disease and its causes, under
standing that every action of the human agent
should be in perfect harmony with the laws of
life. The light God has given on health re
form is for our salvation and the salvation of
the world. Men and women should be inform
ed in regard to the human habitation, fitted up
by our Creator in His dwelling place, and over
which He desires us to be faithful stewards.
"For ye are the temple of the living God; a^
God hath said, I will dwell in them and walk in
them; and I will be their God, and they shall
be My people." Our bodies are wonderfully
made, and the Lord requires us to keep them
in order. All are under obligation to Him to
keep the human structure in a healthful, whole
some condition, that every muscle, everv or
gan, may be used in the service of God. "Tlioti
sbalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,
and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength,
and with all thy mind." God, who formed the
wonderful structure of the body, will take spec
ial care to keep it in order, if men cooperate,
instead of working at cross-purposes, with
Him.

These grand truths must be given to the
world. We must reach the people where they
are, and by example and precept lead them to
see the beauties 01 the better way. The world
is in sad need of instruction along these lines.
The time has come when each soul must be
stanch and true to every ray of light God has
given, and begin in earnest to give this gos
pel ot health to the people. We shall have
strength and power to do this if we practice
these iruius m our own lives. If we all lollowed the light we have received the blessing
of God would rest on us, and we should be
anxious to place these truths before those who
know them not.
ihosc who are enjoying the precious bless
ings which come to them through obeying this
message of mercy will do all in their power
that others may share the same blessings. But
we may rest assured that Satan will do all in
hh power to prevent anything like a message
ui reform from being given to the world at
ibis time. Shall God's people be found on the
enemy's side, either by failing to heed it them
selves, or hy neglecting to give it to others?
"He that is not with Me is against Me; and he
that gathereth not with Me scattereth abroad."
If we would be safe, we must not fail to know
on whose side we stand.
The people are in sad need of the light shin
ing from the pages of our health and temper
ance journals. God desires to use these jour
nals ;is mediums through which flashes of light
shall arrest the attention of the people, and
cause them to heed the warning of the mes
sage of the third angel. Our health journals
are instrumentalities in the field to do a special
\vork in disseminating the light which the in
habitants of the world must have in this day
of God's preparation. They wield an untold
influence in the interests of health and temper
ance and of social purity reform, and will ac
complish great good in presenting these sub
jects in a proper manner and in their true light
tu the people.
In all our work, caution should be used that
no one branch be made a specialty, while other
interests are left to suffer. There has not been
that interest taken in the circulation of our
health journals that there should be. The cir
culation of these journals must not be neglect
ed, or the people will suffer a great loss.
Let none think that the circulation of the
health journals is a minor matter. All should
take hold of this work with more interest, and
make greater efforts in this direction. God will

.greatly bless those who take hold of it in earn
est; for it is a work that should receive atten
tion at this time.
- Ministers can and should do much to urge
the circulation of the health journals. Every
member of the church should work as earnestly
for these journals as for our other periodicals.
There should be no friction between the two.
Both are essential, and both should occupy the
field at the same time. Each is the complement
of the other, and can in no wise take its place.
If men do not let their own minds and their
own feelings come in to rule and change the
Lord's design, there will be perfect harmony
between these lines of work, and a most won
derful success will crown the efforts put forth
to advance them. Unity will bring into the
work a power that we have not yet seen. This
will be the evidence to the world that the work
is of God. The circulation of the health jour
nals will be a powerful agency in preparing the
people to accept those special truths that are
to fit them for the soon coming of the Son of
Man. "Review and Herald," Nov. 12, 1901.
(We hope that each reader of this article will
be impressed by it that just now he should put
every effort to place THE MEDICAL EVANGEL
IST in as many Adventist homes as possible.
This, at this time, would be one kind of medi
cal missionary work. Watch this department
in future issues for real practical suggestions
for home medical missionary work. Editor.)

EATING
Scatter some crumbs to a chick;
He'll gobble them up so quick
You'll think he should wait to chew,
As a person ought to do.
Examine, and you will find.
That a chicken has. not much mind,
And never a tooth at all,
But swallows some pebbles small
With which to grind his food.
For a chicken 'tis very good
To prepare it within the craw,
According to Nature's law.
But man is different we find,
For he has a larger mind,
And teeth with which to chew,
Which shows what he ought to do.
My readers I might disgust
If I called the conclusion just
That man is to chickens akin
When he shovels his food all in.
Minnie Emb ree-Parker.
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THE REDLANDS CAMPAIGN
J. G. White

NA'SM'UCH as our last issue contained a
report of the opening of the medical evan
gelistic campaign in Redlands, Calif., in
augurated October 25 by the College of
Medical Evangelists and the Southeastern Cali
fornia Conference under the leadership of
Evangelist ]. H. N. Tindall, we are sure our
readers will desire further word concerning
this work.
Since that time there have been twentyeight health lectures given Tuesday and Thurs
day nights by eleven physicians in the City
Hall, and fourteen evangelistic lectures given
.Sunday nights in the Wyatt Theatre by Evan
gelist Tindall.
Over sixty newspaper columns have appeared
in the public press reporting these lectures.
The general plan of the campaign has been
to give a lecture on Tuesday nights concerning
foods and diet. This has at times been accom
panied by a demonstration of making foods or
a distribution to the audience of samples of
foods. The Thursday night lectures have us
ually been concerning diseases and their treat
ment and prevention, and at times are accom
panied by demonstrations given by nurses. A
headquarters is operated where the physicians
and nurses, Evangelist Tindall and other work
ers meet the people daily. In this headquarters
is a neat little office, a small assembly or class
room, and treatment rooms. Here the people
may consult with whichever one they wish to
see according to the hours advertised. Classes
in healthful cooking and classes in home treat
ments are conducted here. From here the
workers go out daily to visit the people in their
homes and give any help there which can be
.given. Here also the Monday workers' meet
ing is held in which the spirit of the camnaien
is imparted by the study of the Bible, the
Spirit of Prophecy, and by prayer.
In this kind of a campaign it is possible to
co-ordinate the teaching of obedience to both
the moral and physical laws of God and to
teach the relation between the two. and so turn
the people back to the complete recognition of
their Creator and Saviour. The instruction
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which says, "In the work of the gospel, teacl
ing and healing are never to be separated
("Ministry of Healing," p. 141) is believe
and practiced, and all of the several lines
work carried on in this campaign for the peop
is clone "without money and without price."
In all the public lecture meetings an inform,
tion card is offered the people, a facsimile <
which is reproduced herewith, as a means <
stating in what line they are interested. In tl
Monday workers' meeting all interests are a
portioned to the workers and previous intcres
reported on by them.
The Sunday evening" lectures are straight, :
stirring, and stern, and deal in a running man
ner and yet in a most lucid way with the con
ditions in the world, the signs of the times, the
prophecies, man's duty to God his Creator, the
acceptance of Christ his Saviour, and the rela
tion between accepting Christ and keeping His
commandments.
The purpose of the Sunday evening lectures
is to quickly gather the confidence of the people
and carry them rapidly down over the history
of the world to our time and to the fact that
God has a last message for the world. No great
amount of time is consumed in reaching thi<
point. Everything is made to bear upon the
fact that we are living in the day just before
the coming of Christ and that God is sending a
last message to men to get them ready for the
coming kingdom. In approaching- the con
troversy over the Sunday-law question Evan
gelist Tindall leads to this matter clearly as a
Seventh-day Adventist, and discusses it as an
INFORMATION CARD USED

Mark "X" Wherejnterested
Free Literature on Bible (
Home Bible Studies, Ladies

)
(

)

Health (

)

Men (

)

Health Cooking Class

(
)
Counsel with Physician ( ) Ladies ( )
Men ( )
Home Visit or Interview with Nurse, Ladies ( ) Men( )
Personal Interview with Evangelist Tindall (
)
Name ..___..---- _._-_----- -_______-----------. ---

Address-_-_------------_-------------------------Telephone.------------ ----------------------------

.ppeal, and shows where this matter is leading
.it world, and that it will bring himself and his
jxwple into trial and persecution, and that it is
neither American nor in harmony with the
Ilible and the law of God; that the matter is a
serious one from both these standpoints and
dangerous to our American Constitution and
the rights of free peoples as well as endanger
ing the souls of all who engage in enforcing re
ligion by law, and especially that which is con
trary to the law of God. A strong appeal is
here made over the matter. The Sabbath is
clearly shown to be in harmony with the law of
God, and that we as a people stand upon this
foundation, and that it would be a grave wrong
to force us to do that which we believe to be
sin. Thus this whole matter is made one of
defense.
Hundreds have signified their belief of what
they have heard. Scores arc receiving medical
aid and instruction at the headquarters. What
the final outcome will be cannot now be told.
All who care to attend the Sabbath services are
invited to do. so. We reproduce herewith the
card advertising the week's program which is
used after the campaign has reached this point,
and also, the reverse side of it which is an invi
tation to the Sabbath services. In the early
part of the campaign the Sabbath services are
devoted to the spiritual uplift of the church,
and then as interested ones begin to attend on
the Sabbath, the truths which have been given
Sunday nights are re-stated and their deep
spiritual significance unfolded and a thorough
going heart-work is done.
That the readers of this journal may get an
idea of the kind of work done in the public lec
tures we reproduce herewith a newspaper re
port of a Sunday night lecture by Evangelist
Timbill, and on page 12 a press report of a
health lecture by Doctor I. S. Ritchie, a teacher
in the college. Note the spiritual touch and set
ting- of this health lecture.

tions the principles of health reform." Special Tes
timony to Elder G. A. Irwin, Nov. 26, 1909.
"The greatest work for our physicians is to get
access to the people of the world in the right way.
There is a world perishing in sin, and who will take
up the work in oar cities? The greatest physician
is the one [who walks in the footsteps of Jesus
'Christ." Special Testimony to Dr. D. H. Kress,
Nov. 28, 1909.
"The ordained minister alone is not equal to the
task of warning the world. God is calling, not only
upon ministers, but also physicians, nurses, can
vassers, Bible workers, and other consecrated lay
men of varied talents, who have a knowledge of
present truth to consider the needs of the unwarned
cities." Mrs. E. G. White, in "Review and Herald, "
Nov. 7, 1910.
"Thousands1 of 'workers are to be qualified with all
the ability of physicians, to labor not a.; physicians,
but as medical missionary evangelists." Special
Testimony to Loma Linda, Nov. 10, 1905, Compila
tion of Loma Linda Messages," page 15.

Thus plainly is the Lord's plan for the fin
ishing of His work in the earth set forth. Who
will work to this plan? Further reports of this
campaign will he given in our next issue.
(Following is the reproduction of a Sunday night lecture by Hvatigelist Tindall as reported in the press)
EVANGELIST THiNKS UNITED STATES IS
POINTED OUT PLAINLY IN PROPHESIES

"The United States has been pointed out by the
finger of God in prophecy," said Evangelist Tindall
last night in a lecture in the Wyatt Theatre, "and
God is right now moving upon the hearts of good
men to hold back the strife of war that His servants
may he sealed in their foreheads, as we have already
presented from 'Rev. 7:1-3 and other scriptures, and
is causing a special message concerning judgment
and sealing to be proclaimed to all classes and re
ligions of men in all tbe nations of the earth. This
message will bring an issue in which there will be
but two sides, and when that time comes the destiny
of every living soul will be involved and there will
be but one of two sides for him to take. I want
to bring these two sides very clearly before you to
night. Note carefully that Rev. 13:11-17 introduces
a power which will cause men everywhere to worship
the |first beast whose deadly wound was healed.
Great pressure will be brought to bear so that those
wbo will not worship the beast and his image and
receive his mark will be boycotted ;,n-J forbidden to
buy and sell, and finally be decreed to die. The
other aide of this, tbe closing controversy in the
earth, is set forth in the message given by tbe 'third
angel' in Rev. 14:6-12, in which God warns every na
kindred, tongue, and people (all class-e;-> and
tion,
have
we
Concerning such public health lectures
religions of men everywhere), against the worship
been instructed, "It is the Lord's plan that physi
of 'the 'beast and his image' and against receiving
cians well versed in Bible truth shall unite "with
tbe 'mark' under pain of death by the seven last
ministers laboring in the cities, and aid in giving as
plagues; and out of this closing conflict appear a
a w'-ole the harmonous message of 'warning that
company of people (verse 12), who escape the ibeast
should be given to the world. Some of the very best
and his image' and 'the mark', who keep the com
Qualified men in our institutions should be chosen
mandments of 'God, and are accepted of Him. Thus
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Reproduction of Program Card

Reverse Side of Program Card

Loma Linda Lecture Series
WEEK'S PROGRAM
Sunday, 8 P.M., Lecture by Evangelist
Tmdall, at the Wyatt.
Sunday, 3 P.M., Bible Class by Mrs. C. C.
King, Headquarters, 6th and Vine Sts.
Monday, 3 to 9 P.M., Treatment Rooms
open to men, 6th and Vine Sts.
Monday, 7 to 9 P.M., Consultation with
men physicians, 6th and Vine Sts.
Tuesday, 2 to 4 P.M., Treatment Rooms
open to ladies only, 6th and Vine Sts.
Tuesday, 8 P.M., Lecture on Health, at
the City Hall.
Wednesday, 2 to 4 P.M.. Cooking Class at
Headquarters, 6th and Vine Sts.
Wednesday, 7 to 9 P.M., Personal Inter
view with Evangelist Tindall, 6th and
Vine Sts.
Thursday, 2 to 4 P.M., Treatment Rooms
open to ladies only, 6th and Vine Sts.
Thursday, 8 P.M., Health Lecture at the
City Hall.
Saturday, 9:45 A.M., Sabbath School at
the Church, 4th and Clark Sts.
Saturday, 11 A.M., Preaching by Evan
gelist Tindall, 4th and Clark Sts.
Saturday, 7 to 9 P.M., Treatment Rooms
open to men only, 6th and Vine Sts.
Call at Headquarters, Sixth and Vine
Streets, or telephone Main 1135 for infor
mation or free literature.
(See other side)

"WE WELCOME YOU
ity our ser&trts on it|£
9:45
g bg
mball, 11:00
at iljE GIrfurrtf, Jlfawrilj
(Klarlt J5>irecis
(SeMawbs)

1|ait are also m&tte& to aftatl gmtrself oi tl|e ajjpariwmig far
msiructmn tljai is cf
hg ilje ^EHeeklg
program,

(SEE OTHER SIDE)

Said Mr. Tindall: "I can see that I and my people
are to be put to the cross. I am not here to condemn
other people's worship, but we do want to study with
you our defense, and call upon you to decide upon
which side you will then stand. This is the mes
sage Cod would have sounded in the ears of all men
everywhere today. That we may locate this issue
more clearly let us study further."
Mr. Tindall then went rapidly over both prophecy
and history to show from both these sources the rise
of the United States of America and the situation in
both church and state before and at the time of the
rise of our country. Among the many things set
forth he said: "In the symbols of the Bible a woman
represents the church, a fallen woman a fallen
church, and a pure virgin a pure church. In Rev.
12:1-6 is the record of the birth of Christ who was
'caugnt up unto God and His throne,' and the woman,
the cliurch, which was persecuted for 1260 prophetic
days or years. In verses 13-17 the same period of
persecution during the Dark Ages is again given,
and has also been explained to you from the symbols
of the great image in Daniel 2 and tlie four beasts of
Daniel 7, from which we have shown that out of the
ten divisions of the 'Roman empire was to rise and
did arise a religious power using the power of the
state to enforce its religion. This religious-civil
power did 'speak great words against the most High'
(Dan. 7:'25) did and still does claim to 'sit in the
temple of iGod and set himself'forth as God' (2 Thess.
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2:4), and did 'wear out the saints of the Most High'
'for a time, times, and half a time' 1260 years (Dan. i
7:25) from the time of the overthrow of the third I
and last Arian power in A, D. 538 until the French
took the Pope prisoner in 1798 and inflicted a 'deadly
wound' upon that power. This matter is a.?ain presented very clearly in the 13th chapter of Revela
tion and tells (verses1 1-10) how the 'deadly wound
was healed' after which 'all the world wondered after
the beast. . . and they worshipped the beast' that
persecuted for 'forty-two months.'"
Mr, Tindall then dwelt with great fervor upon the
principles of Americanism, principles upon which
our government was founded, "the two horns," he
said, "are Republicanism and Protestantism, the two
fundamental pillars' of true Americanism. Here was
found a refuge from the autocracy of church and
state in the old world, and people have emigrated in
large numbers from that day to this here to find
liberty and freedom to worship God according to the
dictates of their own conscience. Here was founded
a government 'of the people and by the people and
for tne people' and where every man enjoyed relig
ious liberty because the church and state were sep
arate and where a constitution was adopted which
was planned to keep church and state, forever sep
arated."
Mr. Tindall then pleaded with his audience to re
main true and loyal to these principles 'which have

The New Year
What will you do with it?
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time systematically in corres
pondence study and it will be al
most as good as going to school.
For catalog of information about
the matter write today to C. C.
Lewis, Principal, Fireside Corres
pondence School, Takoma Park,
D. C.
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been planted by God in OUT country and which we
have received as a sacred heritage. It is no wonder
that Hariy K Atwood in lecturing to the Contem
porary Club in Redlands, December 6 spoke of our
flag as 'the most beautiful banner that was ever
kissed and caressed by God's untainted air' and ad
vised us to stick to that tiag and the constitution it
represents.
In a later lecture I will consider further some
statements which Mr.'Atwood made and conditions
which are to arise and are already arising in our
country," said Mr. Tiudall, "for the Bible presents
issues which ate to come before the American people
for settlement whi-ch will settle the destiny, not only
of the American people, but of all mankind. Of this
we will speak more porticularly next Sunday night."
Redlands Daily Facts, Dec. 12, 1921.

NEVER SUPPOSE THIS
A bitterly disappointed man was fleeing into
the desert. He had started out to do some
thing to deliver his people, and he expected
they would back him up. Instead they told the
police; and he escaped by the skin of his teeth.
Stq^hen says that Moses "supposed that his
brethren understood that God by his hand was
giving them deliverance; but they understood
not."
Everyone who has tried to do something for
God with the_ expectation that his brethren
would understand, has had Moses' experience.
Don't expect your brethren to understand, and
don't blame them if they do not understand.
Don't base your courage on their understand
ing, or it will soon give out. In fact, if you
enter upon your work with the expectation that
your brethren will understand, it is very good
evidence that God has not set you to the work.
That was the c<ise with Moses. God never told
him to kill the Egyptian, which was the first
thing he did when he started on the work that
he supposed his brethren would understand. If
he had gone on he would have done more un
necessary and foolish things. The withhold
ing of his brethren's sympathy when he was re
lying on it, was the salvation of his work. After
forty years in the wilderness, he was ready to
go at it in a different spirit, expecting indeed
that God would understand, but not expecting
much of anything from his brethren. Then he
got w;hat he expected. God's cooperation and
the faultfinding of his people.
If God has given vou a mission, look to Him
for sympathy as well as guidance. In keeping
close to Him you will be enabled to draw men
close to you, and you will have strength to
serve and to lead. But, "Put not your trust in
princes, nor in the son of man, in whom is no
help." God understands, and His understand
ing will work your miracle. Selected.
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SINS AGAINST OUR KIDNEYS
I. S. Ritchie, M. D.
(The Campaign Health Lecture mentioned on paa:e 9)

One would hardly have believed it possible
to make a lecture on the kidney and B right's
disease as interesting and instructive to lay
men as Dr. I. S. Ritchie made it Thursday
night to an audience in the city hall at Redlands. He gave a wonderfully clear and inter
esting description of the location, construction
and function of the kidneys, and then in the
plainest of terms showed the audience the ef
fects of many of the common habits of life and
explained the reasons why in such detail that
the people were simply delighted. And every
now and then he stopped to point out some
mystery of the human organisnj which science
cannot explain and which declares with great
distinctness that there is One who planned all
these things and who is day by day responsible
for the presence of life and action which we
behold with the naked eye and the microscope.
NOT ALWAYS PAIN IN BACK

Doctor Ritchie said, "Some people think
that if they have a pain in the back it is caused
by kidney disease; but there are many who
are seriously afflicted with this disease who
have no pain in the back whatever. The kidney
is the most important organ in the abdomen,
and is composed largely of blood vessels. The
greatest artery in the body leads directly to the
kidney. Because of this, and also the fact that
it is composed largely of blood vessels, any
increase in the blood pressure, from the hard
ening of the arteries or any other cause, affects
the kidney profoundly. To impress you with
the thought of the amount of blood going
through the kidney I might say that as the
blood comes round and round on its circuit
through the body during the space of 24 hours
the amount which passes through the kidney
is equal to several tons in weight. The pur
pose of all this blood passing through this
organ is that the kidney may remove from the
blood deleterious substances which have been
picked up by it on its journey through the
Pa^e Twelve

body. We might give special thought to
reason why flesh is not a good food. The aver
age person needs only about 250 calories of
protein a day, but most people eat many times
this quantity and the extra waste products de
rived must be carried away through the kidney.
This is an overload. The kidney will do iis
best, but it has its limit, and when it is over
loaded the poisons which it should eliminate
from the blood go back again all through the
body and to the brain.
"Drink increases the secretion of the kidney
and helps to wash the poisons from the blood.
Most people drink too little water. Overeating
also chokes the kidney and so threatens the
life. A single error in diet has often ended
life which might have continued in comfort
during many years. Tobacco causes high
blood pressure and1 so effects the kid
ney. Dr. Lander B run ton says of the'
influence of nicotin: "The rise of blood
pressure is so great that I have never seen it
equaled after the injection of any drug, witli
the exception of suprarenal extract.' The rise
is due to contraction of the arteries and the
ultimate effect is to increase the rapidity of
the heart. I am fully satisfied that in many
cases tobacco is among the causes of arterio
sclerosis, and that it aggravates existing hyper
tension and arterial degeneration."
Concerning flesh meat and alcohol he quoted
Doctor Murchis-:n a noted authority, as say
ing: "Habitual overeating and overdrinking
no doubt frequently cause granular atrophy
and sclerosis of the organ, owing to the imper
fect assimilation of the substances ingested and
the constant excretion of irritating products bv
the kidney caused thereby. A widespread
cause of the disease is the continuous and even
moderate use of alcohol for many years: es
pecially is this true of spirituous liquors. It is
just as probable that the excessive use of red
meats in the diet leads to the production of
the uric acid that induces the renal condition
by deranging the hepatic function."
OTHER THINGS To AVOID
Doctor Ritchie told of quite a list of things

which poison the kidney, by which poisoning
death is easily caused. Among them were
lead and turpentine, "both of which reach the
kidney by being absorbed through the skin.
Then there are mercury, arsenic and alcohol,
which are sometimes taken as medicine, but
which are very destructive to the cells of the
kidney."
"Overwork," said Doctor Ritchie, '''activity,
causes a wearing out of tissue and this waste
is carried away by the kidneys. A large amount
of this waste passing might point to two things
which the blood does. First it receives from
the liver the nourishment which comes from
the food we eat, and carries this nourishment
to every- fiber, tissue, muscle, bone and nerve
eel! in the body; and at the same time it is
also collecting the waste, worn-out matter, and
the poisons, which are continually resulting in
all animal organisms. The kidney is one of
the leading means for extracting these wornout waste poisonous substances from the blood
so that on its next round through the body it
can he clean and laden with food again and
minister life rather than death to all parts of
the body. The cells of the kidney act by what
we call 'selection' because they distinguish be
tween various substances and take out the
deleterious and leave those which the body can
use. Such an arrangement only an infinite
Creator could design, bring into existence, or
maintain."
OVERWORKED BY TOO MUCH PROTEIN

The doctor proceeded to show in detail how
different things affect the work of the kidney.
"Food," he said, "which is too high in protein,
overworks this organ. This causes the walls of
the arteries to become hardened and thickened
and so obstructs the passage of blood and
throws extra work upon the heart. I once
saw an experiment on ten students who were
given a very heavy meat diet, and then another
experiment on students with a vegetarian diet,
and the poisons eliminated on the vegetarian
diet was only one-tenth as much as those from
the meat diet."
The doctor told in a very lucid way of the
effect of emotion, anger and rage. He said
that "these emotions actually cause an excite
ment which wears away the cells of the body
and the waste is thrown into the blood stream
as poison and these poisons affect both brain
and body. Anger will increase the blood
pressure. This is seen by the red face. And
if a person is already carrying a high blood
pressure an increase of this kind in a fit of

;riger may be just enough to cause a break of
a blood vessel in the brain. I have actually
seen two people die of rage. In contradistinc
tion with such a frame of mind, the Scriptures
present to us a restfulness, calmness and peace
of mind which is health-producing. And so it
is there is not only good religion, hut also a
scientific significance in Proverbs 17:23, 'A
merry heart doeth good like a medicine, but a
broken spirit drieth the bones.' "

BRIGHT'S DISEASE AND ITS CAUSES

This is such a common and such a dread dis
ease that it is of great interest to all. The
doctor brought the subject out in such detail
that every one present could understand the
actual definite things in everyday life which
cause it, and so know how" to1 avoid it by cor
recting the habits of life. Much that he said
was minutely illustrated by charts, and so can
not be reported here,
"The kidney," he said, "is a mass of blood
vessels, each one of which might be likened to
a piece of garden hose. The larger ones have
several layers of cells to form the walls. As
they divide and subdivide into smaller vessels
the walls are thinner until the most minute
ones have but one layer of cells forming the
walls. These cells constituting the walls of
these blood vessels have the power of selection,
and their function is to select the poisons from
the blood which it has picked up as waste and
worn-out matter on its journey about the body,
and to cast these poisons out in its secretion.
This is a most wonderful organ. It has mil
lions of these tiny cells, each one a being by
itself, having life and this marvelous power of
selection, and declaring plainer than words can
say it, "There is a God who made me thus, and
who thus maintains me.' "
Doctor Ritchie then went on to show the
changes which take place in the kidney when
it is injured by our wrong- habits of living.
"These little cells," he said, "are accustomed to
handling- poisons, but sometimes the poisons
which they grasp to expel from the blood are
so strong that in handling them the cells them
selves are destroyed in doing so. If a suf
ficient number are destroyed, the person dies in
a few days of uremic poisoning. When these
cells are destroyed there is no way of restor
ing them. Sometimes nature does replace them
with a new cell but it is very inferior and does
not have that marvelous power of selection and
so can do nothing to aid the kidney in its work.
This inferior cell is what we might liken to
scar tissue. If you have a large scar on your
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body you know that such skin is smooth and
glossy and does not have the pores which good
skin has, and so cannot function as skin should.
These scar tissue cells in the kidney can elim
inate water and a small part of the dissolved
poisons, but they have not the power to select
and eliminate the poisonous waste products.
"Then too, the poisons which are in the
blood irritate the walls of the blood vessels,
not only in the kidney but all through the body.
When you perform manual labor the skin
throws out extra layers of skin on the hands to
protect the hands. Just so the walls of the
blood vessels when irritated by poisons, throw
out extra layers of tissue for their protection.
This brings two results, the walls be
come thicker and less able to contract
and expand, and the opening through
which the blood passes becomes smaller.
Sometimes this process goes on till the
opening through which the blood is to pass
is entirely filled with this extra tissue and so is
clogged against the passage of blood. Alcohol
will cause this condition, and so do condiments,
much sugar or candy. If our diet has too much
protein, as flesh meat has, it contributes to
these conditions. Anything that adds poisons
to the blood will produce these results.
"These conditions lessen the ability of the
kidney to extract the poisons from the blood
and so the amount of poison increases. Then
the body says to the heart, 'Hurry up and get
more good blood around to me to carry away
these poisons,' and ''the hearts hurries and
pumps faster and so increases the pressure of
the blood. But the walls go on increasing in
thickness and so decreasing the opening
through which the blood can pass, making it
necessary for the heart to press still harder on
the blood to get it through, and so tbe pressure
of the blood is increased still more. Thus we
have a vicious cycle. This process goes on un
til we discover that we have hardening1 of the
arteries and a high blood pressure. Finally a
blood vessel snaps, usually in the brain, caus
ing a 'stroke' of paralysis or apoplexy which
may end the life.
"You can readily see." said Doctor Ritchie,
"that if we take some kind of a drug for this
condition, we are only aggravating the already
very serious condition. We should not do
that. We ought to drink much water to help
wash away the poisons. Then we should call
hyclrotherapy to our aid and apply fomenta
tions over the kidneys to call additional blood
to the organ to help it do its work and to heal
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it. The more knowledge true science imparts
to us, the more we become convinced that evo
lution is a deception and the more prof mid
will be our adoration of the great Creator who
fashioned these wonderful bodies of ours. *\Voe
unto him that striveth with his Maker! Shall
the clay say to him that fashioned it. What
maketh thou ? 1 have made the earth.
and created man upon it. I, even my hands,
have stretched out the heavens, and all their
host have I. commanded.' Isa. 45. And so it
matters not whether we gaze through the tele
scope upon the wonders of the heavens, or
through the microscope study the minutest cells
of the human organism, all speak of God who
made and upholds all; who established and
maintains the laws governing the movement of
every planet and system and governing the
function of every tiny cell; and all call upon
man to live in harmony with these laws and
so honor his Maker and receive the blessing of
health and happiness which can be found in nu
other way."

BREAST FEEDING OF INFANTS
A. J. Scott, Jr., M. D.
Professor of Children's Diseases. T/os Angeles Division, College o
Medical Evangelists

REAST feeding is too often a neglectec
subj ect.
I. Many mothers with their first in
fant are worried lest they will not be
able to nurse. This causes something which
we cannot see, or measure or determine chem
ically, in the breast milk, but which is there,
as evidenced by colic, stools of indigestion,
crying from pain, and all other evidences of
distress. The grandmothers, some wiser than
others, with well intentioned advice, or a
neighbor (always ready with advice whether
knowing or not) come in to aid the young
mother, or the busy doctor who has not spent
much time on the subject of infant feeding,
and particularly breast feeding, is consulted.
The poor little infant is the pawn of fate, do
ing well because of or in spite of, what advice
is given. Does the doctor tell her that mental
calm, physical rest, patience and perseverance,
regularity of hours of feeding both for herself
and the infant, and maternal rest at night will
keep up the milk supply? Doctors should re
member to tell mothers that breast milk is not
well established inside of six weeks postpartum; that with getting up from the confine
ment bed and resuming of the household af
fairs, there is usually a diminution in the sup-
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ply for a short time. To a mother at this time
die household duties seem a big burden, and
with the worry, physical weariness, etc., it is
nut surprising that the supply diminshes, and
so often the babe will be put on a bottle bec?use of ill advice.
2. We should remember that the way to de
termine whether the milk is agreeing or not,
is by asking: Have we a happy baby, is it gain
ing, does it sleep quietly, has it very little or
no colic, and regular stools of a good color?
3. Remember that laboratory tests of mot li
ars milk is of no especial value, because unless
the whole breast is emptied at the time, and
.several analyses of the same breast at'the same
time daily are made, we do not get .an accurate
estimation. The first milk from a breast is low
in fat and sugars, high in protein; the middle
about average according to text books; and
the latter high in fat, low in protein, average in
sugar. But for this particular breast, we must
remember that it varies from hour to hour in
that after meal time it may be higher in cer
tain constituents than others, and before a
meal lower in certain elements, and of one
quality in the morning after a good rest ami
another in the afternoon after a tiresome day.
It would require several milkings, of the whole
breast, and on several days, to give anywhere
near an accurate estimation. But if we can
answer the above questions satisfactorily, we
need no chemical analysis.
4. If we want to know how much an infant
is getting at a feeding, weigh him before and
after the feeding, and for the total 24 hour
period, add up all these weights. It is not
necessary to undress him for this purpose, but
weigh him with clothes.
5. Remember that when one breast does not
furnish sufficient milk, as shown by weighing
and a dissatisfied infant, give him ten minutes
at a each breast at each time. Often this will
do away with having to complement with a
bottle.
6. The reason for giving him only ten min
utes at a feeding is, we have found that the
majority of strong babies get most of the milk
in the first ten minutes, but not a measurable
amount in the next ten minutes. Often sucking
longer than this is to pull at an empty breast.
7. Listen while an infant is nursing, and
hear the swallowing. If the milk flows freely
it is swallowed in gulps; if milk flows too rap
idly, often air is also sucked in which distresses
the infant, filling the stomach, as shown bv the
X-Rav, before sufficient milk is taken and the

infant after the air is belched out, is not satis
fied because he really has not had sufficient to
eat. Otten immediately after feeding, espec
ially ii he has swallowed air, there wnl be fist
chewing and crying of distress, until held up
over the shoulder of the mother or nurse, the
air will be belched and relief obtained.
8. It is not necessary to give up breast feed
ing because an infant is not satisfied, but give
both breasts as mentioned, then complement
with a bottle. But if the mother worries and
frets, her milk upsets the infant more than it
benefits, and often, little as the amount is,
while it would be of great value to the child,
still the colic and distress from the indigestion
more than offset the good that is derived.
Where complemental feedings are given, re
member to give the breast first, the bottle after
wards, else the infant will refuse the breast al
together.
9. It is not necessary for the mother to re
strict her diet except in so far as foods that
do not agree with her. Merely because she is
feeding the infant is no reason for leaving out
acid fruits, and other things that have by cus
tom been declared injurious to the infant.
These foods are not passed out through the
breast, and if foods agree with the mother
they will with the child. An exception is noted
in the case of some eczematous infants, as
cited by Shannon, in Am. J. Dis. Ch. Sept.
1921, which brings up the question whether
there are certain foods which have an anaphylactic action through the breast milk. A case
which I had was worse when the mother ate
any sugar on food, clearing up when the
mother left out all sugar. These cases are the
unusual rather than the common.
10. Menstruation is not a contraindication
to nursing, though the supply of milk at the
beginning of menses is often lessened, yet in
a few hours it goes back to normal. Sometimes
a little colic will be present, but this soon wears
off. Early pregnancy is not a cause for imme
diate weaning, but it is advisable to gradually
institute supplementary feeds. Wean when
the nursings begin to be a drain on the mother.
11. The milk of a woman whose infant is
older than the one to be wet nursed is not a
poison as some believe, as evidenced by the
wet nurses in institutions who feed many
very young infants even up to the time their
own babies are a year old.
12. Regarding galactagqgues, the best one
is a strong, hungry infant who will drain the
breasts. The physiological effect of the drugs
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so often used is more psychic than otherwise,
though perhaps in certain instances some sub
stances of a glandular nature may have some
physiological effect, as instance the use of
placental extract hypodermically to establish
and increase milk flow. This work at present
is purely experiment!, and not adapted to our
clinical use.
13. The majority of mothers can nurse their
infants three months; practically 100 per cent
can nurse one month, unless some contraindi
cation as eclampsia, tbs., cancer, or inverted
nipples. In the latter instance the milk can be
expressed manually and give by bottle as we
have done in one case for some seven to eight
months, complementing with artificial food.
74. The breast pump as used is not satis
factory, and excluding the complicated milk
ing machines on the market, the only satisfac
tory subsitute is manual expression by Sedgwick's method. This is easy to do, and can be
done by the mother herself, as we have taught
the wet nurses at the County Hospital.
15. Breast babies have an immunity for in
fectious diseases that cannot be supplied by
artificial means. They are more robust, have
better digestion, firmer flesh, less likelihood to
rickets, and never scurvy unless during war
periods, or where the mother has been denied
the essential food elements to protect against
scurvy. As another factor in favor of breast
feeding, we eliminate all the fuss and bother of
artificial milk preparation, with its uncertainty
where left to the care of ignorant mothers.
16. We must not forget that a mother ill
with an infectious disease does not need to
wean the infant, but by covering her face with
a gauze mask may go right on nursing, unless
this is too much of a drain on her, or her men
tal state is such as to preclude her doing this
safely. A high temperature on the part of the
mother of but a few days duration is no contra
indication to nursing.
17. We must not forget that milk may be
brought back into the breasts even after six
weeks of non-nusing if the mother will use
patience and keep on trying.
18. Finally it is not necessary for the mother
to eat largely of watery foods to make milk,
but eat the regular meals the rest of the fam
ily do, drink plenty of cool water, keep a calm
mind and go to bed early and get plenty of
physical as well as mental rest. Get out-ofdoor exercise by walking or by working in the
garden, but not to the point of exhaustion.
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A Moral Within
While traveling in the Pacific Coast States
recently, Herschel S. Hall was taken violently
ill with an attack of acute indigestion. Hear
ing there was a Chinese doctor in the town
who was highly regarded by the citizens oi
the locality, Mr. Hall sent for him. The phy
sician came, felt of the sick man's pulse, in
quired briefly as to his sufferings and then
entered upon the following questionnaire:
"You smokee slig'alet?"
I
"Oh, yes."

"Cigar, too?"
"Yes."
"Pipe maybe, eh?"
"Sometimes."
"You takee li'l dlink sometimee maybe col'
pop, col' soda, col' milk shakee, col' linger
beer, licy-col* lemonade, col' slider, maybe
some hot tlea, hot coffee, hot chocalatee, lots
of sugar and cleam?"
"Sure thing!"
. "You eatee fast?"
"1 got to, doctor always in a hurry lots
to do, you know."

"You eatie hot bliscuit?"
"You bet!"
"You eatee fly ham, lly bacon, fly eggs, hot
clakes, lots molass?"
"I'll say I do."
"You eatee gleasy stuff some fly, some
roast, some boil, some stew, some blake you
mix 'em all uppee same time, eh?"
"Yes, everything goes with me."
"You eatee pie?"
"Pie? Pie is my middle name at mealtime,
doctor."
"You eatee some pickle, some cheese, some
nut, some nice Ifch clake, some lice cleam you
mixee all uppee inside same time, eh?"
"Yes, sir that was the way I was taught to
eat at boarding school."
"You dlinkee lice water same time?"
"Of course."
"You chewee up wood toothpicks fine, eh,
at finish?"
"Usually do sometimes I have to use a
match."
"Goodnightee! I can no curee big fool."
Saturday Evening Post.

DIETETICS
y
REGARDING THE IMPORTANCE OF desires His people to appreciate athewaynecessit
it
that
such
in
of having food prepared
COOKING
will not make sour stomachs, and in conse
Mrs. E. G. White

I p OME are called to what are looked upon
N as humble duties it may be, to cook. But
^ the science of cooking is not a small mat
ter. The skillful preparation of food is
one of the most essential arts, standing above
music-teaching, or dressmaking. By this I
do not mean to discount music-teaching or
dressmaking for they are essential. But more
important still is the art of preparing food so
that it is both healthful and appetizing. This
art should be regarded as the most valuable
ot all the arts, because it is so closely connected
with life. It should receive more attention; for
in order to make good blood, the system re
quires good food. The foundation of that
which keeps people in good health is the med
ical missionary work of good cooking.
Often health reform is made health deform
by the unpalatable preparation of food. The
lack of knowledge regarding healthful cookery
must be remedied before health reform is a
success.
Good cooks are few. Very many mothers
need to take lessons in cooking-, that they may
set before the family well-prepared, neatlyserved food.
Before children take lessons on the organ
ur the piano they should be given lessons in
cooking. The work of learning to cook need
not exclude music, but to learn music is of less
importance than to learn how to prepare food
that is wholesome and appetizing.
Connected with our sanitariums and schools
there should be cooking schools, where instruc
tion is given on the proper preparation of food.
In all our schools there should be those who
are fitted to educate the students, both men
and women, in the art of cooking. Women
especially should learn how to cook.
It is a sin to place poorly prepared food on
the table because the matter of eating concerns
the well-being of the entire system. The Lord

quence, sour tempers. Let us remember that
there is practical religion in a loaf of good
bread.
Let not the work of cooking be looked upon
as-a sort of slavery. What would become of
those in our world if all who are engaged in
cooking should give up their work with the
flimsy excuse that it is not sufficiently digni
fied? Cooking may be regarded as less desir
able than other lines of work, but in reality it
is a science above all other sciences. Thus God
regards the preparation of healthful food. He
places a high estimate on those who do faith
ful service in preparing wholesome, palatable
food, and whoever uses this knowledge, is
worthy of higher commendation than those en
gaged in any other line of work. Tins talent
should be regarded as equal in value to ten
talents, for its right use has much to do with
keeping the human organism in health. Be
cause so inseparably connected with life and
health, it is the most valuable of all gifts.
September 20, 1901.

MY FIRST LESSON ON THE
DIET QUESTION
S. N. Haakell

N THE year 1853 I attended a camp meet
ing held by the First-day Adventists
in Massachusetts, my native state. One day
at the table it was said that there was a
very queer man present. The only queer thing
which I can remember was that he did not eat
pork. We had pork and beans for dinner, and
the rest of us ate them.
This "queer" man soon became the subject
of remark and jest by the rest at the table,
Taking his Bible from his pocket, he stated
very decidedly that he "did not eat pork be
cause God said that He would burn up every
man who did." We all waited for proof of
this statement from the Scriptures.

I
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He opened his Bible to Isa. 66:15-17, and
read very distinctly and forcefully these words:
"For, behold the Lord will come with fire, and
with His chariots like a whirlwind, to render
His anger with fury, and His rebuke with
flames of fire. For by fire and His sword will
the Lord plead with all flesh; and the slain
of the Lord shall be many. They that sanctify
themselves, and purify themselves in the gar
dens behind one tree in the midst, eating
swine's flesh, and the abomination, and the
mouse, shall be consumed together, saith the
Ix>rd."
I had been trained to believe that the Bible
meant what it said; and not wishing to he
burned up, I moved my pork to one side of
my plate, and have not knowingly eaten an)
since.
Afterwards, in studying this Scripture, I
noticed that three things were definitely men
tioned: swine's flesh, the mouse, and the abom
ination. In Leviticus we find a record of the
clean and unclean meats; the first six verses
tell what the law of Moses considers unclean.
From the sixth to the twenty-third verses a
class of animals is mentioned which is seven
times called an abomination.
It is now over twenty years since fish, flesh,
or fowl have entered my stomach. Some make
an excuse that while traveling on boat and
train it is necessary to eat what is set before
you. ^BujJ^iajieJxavded by land and by sea,
bo^^ni_J^^JxQmeland and foreign countries,
and have never been obliged under any cir
cumstances to eat animal food. Neither have
/Tgone hungry because I could not obtain the
[ food which is in harmony with God's original
T)ill of fare as given to Adam and Eve in the
Garden of Eden. Gen. I 129.
Animal food is a stimulant. I find that it is
perfectly safe never to encourage my stomach
by that kind of food. God regards the health
of His people as He does their spiritual con
dition. "Beloved, I wish above all things that
thou mayest prosper and be in health, even as
thy soul prospereth." 3 John 2. Again, i
Cor. , 3:16-17: "Know ye not that ye are the
temple of God, and that the Spirit of God
dwelleth in you? If any man defile the temple
pf God, him shall God destroy; for the temple
of God is holy, which temple ye are."
There is good religion, therefore, in eating
and drinking. It becomes every Christian to
inquire what is for his health, and what will be
the best food and drink for the soundness of
mind and body.
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Solomon, who was the wisest man that eve
lived, bears the following testimony: "Ha
thou, my son, and be wise, and guide tliine
heart in the way. Be not among winebibber;:
among riotous eaters of flesh; for the drunk
ard and the glutton shall come to poverty; ami
drowsiness shall clothe a man with rags,"
Prov. 23 :ig-2i.

TEMPERANCE AND MORALITY
D. H. Kress, M.D.

T

EMPERANCE may imply one thing in
one country, and quite another in somt
other country. It is usually applied to i
the form of intemperance peculiar to the
county. In civilized lands temperance usually
implies abstinence from alcoholic beverages,
The word has, however, a much broader mean
ing. The true significance of temperance is
self-control, the restrain which the higher na- L
ttire places upon the lower. A temperate man I
is one who1 is able to keep in subjection lii<
desires and impulses.
There are certain drinks and foods the ten-1
dencies of which are to narcotize the brain, r
leaving the lower nature defenseless lief ore the
temptations to which it is most inclined.
Each one inherits from his ancestry certain
vicious tendencies which, under certain favor-.
-able conditions, are aroused into activity. Sonic
one has said, "Man is an omnibus in wliidi
ride all his ancestors." Everyone has within
him evil hereditary tendencies. There are cer
tain foods and drinks, the tendency of which
are to benumb the governing and controlling
power, thus permitting these hereditary ten-;
dencies to become prominent.
I
It may have been observed that a cup of tea
or coffee is sometimes sufficient to remove the
restraint from that unruly member, the tongue,
Tea intoxication is common, but unrecognized
because many are in a state of mild intoxica
tion from tea or coffee all the time, and con
sider it a normal state.
In the future these intoxicants will have to
be reckoned with. At a parliamentary debate
in England a few years ago. §ir James Fer
gus son, an old Scotch member, said he believed
"fax.more, deterioration was. caused to. the race
by the excessive use of tea than by the exccs^
ive use Hi" beer." Sir AYilliam Tomilson aK;
asserted thai lea was doing more harm to tlte
nealth of the nation than beer.
The nervousness so common among women
is chief!v attributed to tea and coffee. The di-

gestive organs of tea and coffee drinkers are
in a state of chronic derangement, which reacts
'Hi the brain, producing impatience, fear and
Aurry, and later insomnia, headache, melan,',iolia and insanity.
Doctor Hock of Leipsic, investigated the dis
eases of the higher classes of German society,
and ascribes to coffee drinking the cause of
the prevalent irritability. The habitual daily
indulgence in coffee, even in moderate quan
tity, invariably leads to persistent functional
disorders of the nervous system.
Dr., James .Fraser..of Scotland, made a series
'.it experiments for the purpose of determining
the influence of tea, coffee, and cocoa upon the
stomach digestion. He found .that the effect
of all is to retard digestion. . Gpcpa, instead of
being the least harmful, is, according toj^oejpj
.Inker's observation, JlTe_jTj(>sJ:_nxojluctiye "of
indigestion. o.f. all . the, common .beverages.
IFeniyn in line' in cucoaus ...similar .in,. jjt§ .,g.ction
to theine and caffeine. The injury resulting
from the use of cocoa as a beverage can be
little less than that of tea and coffee. Jn_addiiUUie, cocoa contains.. a,n astring.to! the tannin in tea,,..and alsp from
; \ to eight per cent of undefined products relilting1 from, the fermentative action to which
the cocoa has been subjected. The exact com
position of these, or their effect upon the sys
tem is not yet known.
The only consistent teetotalism is that which
abstains from all forms of narcotics, for the
great sin of intemperance lies not in the use of
alcohol, morphin, cocain, etc., but in the grat
ification of the desire for artificial stimulation.
We believe that the use of tea. coffee, or
cocoa in children leads to alcoholic intemper
ance in later life, and that the mild narcotics
pave the way for the stronger. The child that
habitually drinks coffee or tea. develops nerv
ous symptoms from which temporary relief
may he obtained from the use of tobacco, alco
hol, or other drugs, as heroin, cocain, etc.
Nervous children take more readily to the use
of these than do children which are normal in
shis respect. To safeguard the children, coffee
and tea should be entirely withheld from them.
If these are bad for the child after its birth,
ihey are equally bad for the child before its
birth; hence the need of would-be mothers abtaining from their use. The instruction given
' ' Manoa and wife should be heeded by the
women of to-day. In answer to the inquiry,
after being given the promise of a son, "Teach
i1.- \vhat we shall do unto the child that shall

be born," the angel of God said to the woman,
"Now therefore beware, I pray thee, and drink
not wine or strong drink, and eat not any un
clean thing."

THE DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
Some years ago a lady, who tells the story
herself, went to consult a famous New York
physician about her health. She was a woman
of nervous temperament, whose troubles and
she had many had worried and excited her
to such a pitch that the strain threatened her
physical strength, and even her reason. She
gave the doctor a list of her symptoms, and
answered his questions, only to be astounded
at his brief prescription at the end: "Madam,
what you need is to read your Bible more!' 7
"But, doctor " began the bewildered pa
tient.
"Go home, and read your Bible an hour a
day," the great man reiterated, with kindly
authority. "Then come back to me a month
from today;" and he bowed her out without a
possibility of further protest.
At first his patient was inclined to be angry.
Then she reflected that at least the prescrip
tion was not an expensive one. Besides, it
certainly had been a long time since she had
read the Bible regularly, she reflected, with a
pang of conscience. Worldly cares had crowd
ed out prayer and Bible study for years, and,
though she would have resented being called
an irreligious woman, she had undoubtedly
become a most careless Christian. She went
home, and set herself conscientiously to try
the physician's remedy.
In one month she went back to his office.
"Well," he said, smiling, as he looked at her
face, "I see you are an obedient patient, and
have taken my prescription faithfully. Do you
feel as if you needed any other medicine, now ?"
"No, doctor, I don't," she said, honestly. "I
feel like a different person I hope I am a dif
ferent person! But bow did you know that
that was just what T needed?"
For answer the famous physician turned to
his desk. There, worn and marked, lay an
open Bible. "Madam," he said, with deep
earnestness, "if I were to omit my daily read
ing of this Book. I should lose my greatest
source of strength and skill. I never go to an
operation without reading my Bible. I never
attend a distressing case without finding help
in its pages. Your case called not for mediConcluded on page 29
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GENERAL ARTICLES
GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF CHRIS
TIAN TEMPERANCE
Mrs. E. G. White

M

AN came from the hand of his Creator
perfect in organization and beautiful
in form. The fact that he has for 6000
years withstood the ever-increasing
weight of disease and crime is conclusive proof
of the power of endurance with which he was
,first endowed. And although the antediluvians
generally gave themselves up to sin without
restraint, it was more than 2000 years before
the violation of natural law was sensibly felt.
Had Adam originally possessed no' greater
physical power than men now have, the race
would ere this have become extinct.
Through the successive generations since
the fall, the tendency has been continually
downward. Disease has been transmitted from
parents to children, generation after genera
tion. Even infants in the cradle suffer from
afflictions caused by the sins of their parents.
Moses, the first historian, gives quite a
definite account of social and individual life in
the early days of the world's history, but we
find no record that an infant was born blind,
deaf, crippled, or imbecile. Not an instance is
recorded of a natural death in infancy,
childhood, or early manhood. Obituary
notices in the book
of Genesis
run
thus: "And all the days that Adam lived
were nine hundred and thirty years; and
he died." "And all the days of Seth were nine
hundred and twelve years; and he died." Con
cerning others the record states, "He died in
a good old age, an old man, and full of years."
It was so rare for a son to die before his father,
that such an occurrence was considered worthy
of record: "Haran died before his father
Tenth." The patriarchs from Adam to Noah,
with few exceptions, lived nearly 1000 years.
Since then the average length of life has been
decreasing.
At the time of Christ's first advent, the race
had already so degenerated that not only the
old, but the middle-aged and the young, were
brought from every city to the Saviour, to be
healed of their diseases. Many labored under
a weight of misery inexpressible.
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The violation of physical law, with its con
sequent suffering and premature death, lias so
long prevailed that these results are regarded
as the appointed lot of humanity; but God did
not create the race in such a feeble condition.'
This state of things is not the work of Provi
dence, but of man. It has been brought about
by wrong" habits, by violating the laws that
God has made to govern man's existence. A
continual transgression of nature's laws isal
continual transgression of the law of God. Had|
men always been obedient to the law of the ten
commandments, carrying out in their lives the
principles of those precepts, the curse of disease
now flooding the world would not exist.
"Know ye not that your body is the temple
of the Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye
have of God, and ye are not your own? fur ye
are brought with a price; therefore glorify God
in your body and in your spirit, which are
God's." When men take any course which
needlessly expends their vitality or beclouds
their intellect, they s>in against God; they do
not glorify Him in their body and spirit, \\hicl
are His.
Yet despite the insult which man has offered
Him, God's love is still extended to the race;
and He permits light to shine, enabling man to
see that in order to live a perfect life he must
obey the natural laws which govern his being,
How important, then, that man should walk in
this light, exercising all his powers, both oi
body and mind, to the glory of God!
We are in a world that is opposed to right
eousness, or purity of character, and especially
to growth in grace. Wherever we look, we see
defilement and corruption, deformity and sin,
How opposed is all this to the work that must
be accomplished in us just previous to receiv
ing the gift of immortality! God's elect must
stand untainted amid the corruptions teeming
around them in these last days. Their bodies
must be made holy, their spirits pure. If this
work is to be accomplished, it must be under
taken at once, earnestly and understandingly.
The Spirit of God should have perfect control.
influencing every action.
The health reform is one branch of the great
work which is to fit a people for the coming of

liie Lord. It is as closely connected with the
Third Angel's Message as the hand is with the
body. The law of ten commandments has been
lightly regarded by man; yet the Lord will not
Mine to punish the transgressors of the law
without first sending them a message of warn
ing-. Men and women cannot violate natural
.iw by indulging depraved appetite and lustful
passions, without violating the law of God.
Therefore He has permitted the light of health
reform to shine upon us, that we may realize
the sinfulness of breaking the laws which He
lias established in our very being. Our Heaven
ly Father sees the deplorable condition of men
who, many of them ignorantly, are disregard
ing; the principles of hygiene. And it is in
love and pity to the race that He causes the
light to shine upon health reform. He pub-'
lishes His law and its penalties, in order that
all may learn what is'for their highest good.
He proclaims His law so distinctly, and makes
it so prominent, that it is like a city set on a
hill. All intelligent beings can understand it
.['they will. None others are responsible. To
make natural law plain, and to urge obedience
10 it, is a work that accompanies the Third
Angel's Message.
Ignorance is no excuse now for transgression
if law. The light shines clearly, and none need
>ignorant; for the great God Himself is man's
instructor. All are bound by the most sacred
obligations to heed the sound philosophy and
jemiine experience which God is now giving
'km in reference to health reform. He cle'igris that the subject shall be agitated, and the
:uhlic mind deeply stirred to investigate it;
r it is impossible for men and women, while
:imler the power of sinful, health-destroying,
'orain-enervating habits, to appreciate sacred
tnnh. Those who are willing to inform themfives concerning the effect which sinful innlqvnce has upon the health, and who begin
die work of reform, even from selfish motives,
may in so doing place themselves where the
truth of God can reach their hearts. And, on
jic uther hand, those who have been reached
iiv the presentation of Scripture truth are in a
ixisition where the.conscience may be aroused
apnn the subject . of health. They see
siid feel the necessity of breaking away
from the tyrannizing habits and appe
tites which have ruled them so long. There
are many who would receive the truths of
God's word, their judgment having been
convinced by the clearest evidence; but the
carnal desires, clamoring for gratification, con

trol the intellect, and they reject truth because
it conflicts with their lustful desires. The
minds of many take so low a level that God
cannot work either for them or with them.
The current of their thoughts must be changed,
their moral sensibilities must be aroused, before
they can feel the claims of God.
The apostle Paul exhorts the church, "I
beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies
of God, that ye present your bodies a living
sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is
your reasonable service." Sinful indulgence
defiles the body, and unfits men for spiritual
worship. He who cherishes the light which
God has given him upon health reform, has an
important aid in the work of becoming sancti
fied through the truth, and fitted for immortal
ity. But if he disregards that light, and lives
in violation of natural law, he must pay the
penalty; his spiritual powers are benumbed,
and how can he perfect holiness in the fear of
God?
Men have polluted the soul-temple, and God
calls upon them to awake, and to strive with all
their might to win back their God-given man
hood. Nothing but the grace of God can con
vict and convert the heart; from Him alone can
the slaves of custom obtain power to break the
shackles that bind them. It is impossible for a
man to present his body a living sacrifice, holy,
acceptable to God, while continuing to indulge
habits that are depriving him of physical,
mental, and moral vigor. Again the apostle
says, "Be not conformed to this world; but be
ye transformed by the renewing of your mind,
that ye may prove what is that good, and ac
ceptable, and perfect will of God."
Jesus, seated on the Mount of Olives, gave
instruction to His disciples concerning the signs
which should precede His coming: "As the
days of Noah were, so shall also the coming of
For as in the days that
the Son of Man be.
were before the flood they were eating1 and
drinking, marrying and giving in marriage,
until the day that Noah entered into the ark,
and knew not until the flood came and took
them all away: so shall also the coming of the
Son of Man be." The same sins that brought
judgments upon the world in the days of Noah,
exist in our day. Men and women now carry
their eating and drinking so far that it ends in
gluttonv and drunkenness. This prevailing sin.
the indulgence of perverted appetite, inflamed
the passions of men in the days of Noah, and
led to wide-spread corruption. Violence and
sin reached heaven. This moral pollution was
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finally swept from the earth by means of the
flood. The same sins of gluttony and drunken
ness benumbed the moral sensibilities of the in
habitants of Sodom, so that crime seemed to
be the delight of the men and women of that
wicked city. Christ thus warns the world:
"Likewise also as it was in the days of Lot;
they did eat, they drank, they bought, they sold,
they planted, they bnilded; but the same day
that Lot went out of Sodom it rained tire and
brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them
all. Even thus shall it be in the day when the
Son of Man is revealed."
Christ has here left us a most important les
son. He would lay before us the danger of
making our eating and drinking paramount.
He presents the result of unrestrained indulg
ence of appetite. The moral powers are en
feebled, so that sin does not appear sinful.
Crime is lightly regarded, and passion controls
the mind, until good principles and impulses
are rooted out, and God is blasphemed. All
this is the result of eating and drinking to ex
cess. This is the very condition of things
which Christ declared will exist at His second
coming.
The Saviour presents to us something higher
to toil for than merely what we shall eat and
drink, and wherewithal we shall be clothed.
Eating, drinking, and dressing are carried to
such excess that they become crimes. They are
among the marked sins of the last days, and
constitute a sign of Christ's soon coming. Time,
money, and strength, which belong to the Lord,
but which He has intrusted to us, are wasted in
superfluities of dress and luxuries for the preverted appetite, which lessen vitality, and bring
suffering and decay. It is impossible to pre
sent our bodies a living sacrifice to Gocl when
we continually fill them with corruption and
disease by our sinful indulgence.
Knowledge must be gained in regard to how
to eat and drink and dress so as to preserve
health. Sickness is the result of violating na
ture's law. Our first duty, one which we owe
to God, to ourselves, and to our fellowmen, is
to obey the laws of God. These include the
laws of health. If we are sick, we impose a
weary tax upon our friends, and unfit ourselves
for doing our duty either in the family or to
our neighbors. And when premature death is
the result, we bring sorrow and suffering to
others; we deprive our neighbors of the help
we might have rendered them; we rob our fam
ilies of the comfort and help which they should
have received from us, and rob God of the serPage Twenty-two

vice He claims of us to advance His glorj,
Then are we not. in a high sense, transgressor*
of God's law?.
But God is compassionate and tender, ant
when light comes to those who have injure]
themselves by sinful indulgence, if they repeii;
and seek pardon, He mercifully accepts them.
But what an inferior, pitiful offering at best, to
present to a pure and holy God! O, what ten
der mercy, that He does not refuse the poor'
remnant of the life of the suffering, repenting i
sinner! Praise be to God who saves such souls
as by fire!
The view held by some that spirituality is a
detriment to health, is the sophistry of Satan.
The religion of the Bible is not detrimental to j
the health of either body or mind. The influ-'
ence of the Spirit of God is the very best medi
cine for disease. Heaven is all health; and the
more deeply heavenly influences are realized,
the more sure will be the recovery of the be
lieving invalid. The true principles of Chris
tianity open before all a source of inestimable
happiness. Religion is a continual well-spring,
from which the Christian can drink at will, and
never exhaust the fountain.
The relation which exists between the mind
and the body is very intimate. When one is
affected, the other sympathizes. The condition
of the mind affects the health of the physical
system. If the mind is free and happy, from
a consciousness of right-doing and a sense of
satisfaction in causing happiness to others, it
creates a cheerfulness that will react upon the
whole system, causing a freer circulation of
the blood, and a toning up of the entire body,
The blessing of God is a healing power, and
those who are abundant in benefiting others will
realize that wondrous blessing in both heart
and life.
When men who have indulged in wrong
habits and sinful practices yield to the power oi
divine truth, the application of that truth to the
heart revives the moral powers, which had
seemed to be paralyzed. The receiver possesses
stronger, clearer understanding than be forthe riveted his soul to the eternal Rock. Even
his physical health improves by the realization
of his security in Christ. The special blcssin»
of God resting upon the receiver is of itself
health and strength.
Those who walk in the path of wisdom and
holiness, find that "godliness is profitable tint"
all things, having promise of the life that now
is, and of that which is to come." They are alive
Concluded on page 26

(Dur Hmrtes at Ifnmr and Abroad
Conducted by Newton Evans, M. D.. President College of Medical Evangelists

Word has recently been .received that the needed
mds have gone forward to Shanghai, China
r the purchase of land to be used for the
roction of the new buildings of the Shanghai Hosilal and Medical Missionary Training School. We
.nderstand that with the purchase of the land for
.;is purpose it will become possible to secure larger
imincial support from sources in China so that this
i.ueh needed medical center for Seventh-day Adventi-t medical missionary work in China may be rapidly
, developed. 'We trust that the work may go rapidly
jlorward.
I A. letter recently received from Dr. J. Earl G-ardi>r in London, England, states that he and his fam!y expected to sail on November 11, for Singapore,
u'ir base of missionary labor. In the November
umber of The Medical Evangelist, a news item ap?ared stating that Dr. Gardner had successfully
mpleted the required examinations for British
nullification. Doctor Gardner is a graduate of the
i'ollege of 'Medical Evangelists in the class of 1919.
Within the last few weeks word has been received
lat Dr. E. H. Dunn, who received his medical
:ploma in our school last May, has successfully
issed his state board examination in Wisconsin.
\Vord has also recently been received that Dr.
Liabelle Feldkamp, one of our graduates of several
f^ars ago, has just successfully passed the state
">ard examination in Massachusetts.
Dr. Mary McReyuolds, who last year was serving
') medical secretary in the Southwestern Union Con;ereace, and also engaged with Elder Tindall in a
:ra;p medical missionary effort in Dallas, Texas, is
:ow associated Tvith the field campaign being carried
B at Redlands, Calif.
Dr D. E. Davenport, a graduate of the College of
Mica] Evangelists, who has been a medical misicmary worker in 'China for a number of years is
jending a portion of his furlough at Pacific Union
siHeee, rendering efficient service as a teacher and
aking advantage of the opportunity to take some
lass studies, which he has wished for for many
fears.
The following interesting letter from Elder W. A.
ipicer. dated November 16, at Bangalore, India, has
;een received. (Dr. Olive Smith, about whom this
'Hter was written is a graduate of the College of
Mical Evangelists in 1915. She has been doing
elf Kiipnnrting work in India, ever since the year of
ler graduation..
'The other day Dr. Olive 'Santee Smith told me of
ter interesting experiences while giving three
months' service as instructor in the Woman's Medii! Hollege, Vellore, near Madras. It seems all the
i -i ins were invited to take turns in giving such
dnice this year, and ours let Doctor 'Smith represent
;ur contribution. After our talk the doctor handed
me several letters she lias received from young
women in the school since her return. I am sending
you a few quotations from these as I think some of
four young lady students may be interested to know
W clearly these Indian girls recognize the Loma
Linda spirit of Christian love and service that this

daughter of Loma Linda carried into her work at
Vellore. You will see by their English that they are
Indian girls. I quote only a few lines from each.
"One writes: 'Doctor, we miss you very much,
especially dissection, rooms in physiology class. We
cannot but think about you in these places. We are
thankful to God for giving at least a few days to
enjoy with you, and for all the good' examples that
you set before us'.
"Another: 'Oh, how we miss you! Dear Doctor,
you were too good a teacher for us, and I don't think
we can ever expect to get another one like you. We
received so much from you in our studies and so
much spiritually, above all. We are really a set
of unlucky girls to lose a teacher who is so kind and
patient.'
"Another: 'When I go to the dissection hall, recol
lections of past days fill my heart, and when I think
that Doctor Smith is not to come today my heart
sinks within me, I simply surrender to the holy Trill
of ><>od. Nothing else could comfort me.'
"Another: 'I thank G-od for giving you to us. From
you I understand many things I pray God I may
never forget.'
"Another, (who wrote for first year class): 'We
feel that your presence was for us like that of Flor
ence Nightingale among the wounded of the Crimean
War. Your presence for a few months has influenced
us much in all respects. We thank God for your
short stay.'
"I must not quote further, though there are others.
Dr. Ida Scudder (of the famous missionary Scudder
family) who is head of the college also wrote in a
most appreciative way of the service rendered and
in most affectionate terms of personal regard. I
thought some of your girls might like to see these
extracts as I read the letters."
The following .letter by Dr. Riley Russell, dated
Soonan, Chosen, December 23, 1921, describing an
extended missionary tour into Manchuria, will be
of interest to our readers:
"Elder Butterfield and I just made a trip up along
the Siberian border 1-500 miles northeast of Soonan.
We traveled eight days by two-wheeled cart and at
one place 150 miles west of Validivistock and 250
miles south of Kirin. We only made ten miles per
day. The snow was three to four feet deep with a
Siberian blizzard 'full in our faces.
"At one place beyond the last post office and tele
graph line we were the first foreigners to preach the
gospel. We had an attendance of over 200 each
night for over a week and several promised to obey.
We met wild and wooly looking pagan Manchas and
a few followers of Mohammed, but we were up there
about three weeks and had a good interest all through.
We have two native evangelists up there and they
are doing good work. There is a Sabbath-school
membership of 120, afcout half of them baptized. We
ate native food, boiled biscuits and rice, some places
they had potatoes and the last day coming in we had
rice and raw fish for supper and breakfast. The
country was rough. I saw thousands of golden monConcluded 111 pasre 27
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The editors will be glad to have all the read
ers of TIIK EVANGELIST feel free to contribute
articles, or to send extracts or clippings from
any source, that will contribute to the general
purpose of the magazine, as set forth on pages
three and four of this issue. If you have some
thing which will be helpful to our readers, pass
it on.

We hope that every recipient of this sample
copy who is not already a subscriber will imme
diately become one, and that he will also ap
point himself a missionary to secure the sub
scriptions of several others, to be forwarded
through the regular tract society of the con
ference.
We learn from Eld. L,. A. Hansen, Secretary
of the General Conference Medical Department
at Washington, D. C., that twenty-seven of our
colleges and academies in the United States and
Canada have nurses on the faculties. We are
glad for this information, and more glad for
the fact. The Spirit of God has said, "A
knowledge of physiology and hygiene should be
the basis of all educational effort." ("Educa
tion," page 195). We rejoice for every step
in the right direction.
Words of Encouragement from Friends
in the Field
From L. A. Hansen, Secretary of the Medical De
partment, Washington, D. .
"With The Medical Evangelist cutting out for itself
such a field as you designate, it should enjoy a good
circulation. I believe we can help furnish material
for the different departments. . . You may count
on us for helping you push the circulation of the
journal, for these plans are what we would like to
see carried out, I have felt that there was a field
for The Medical Evangelist along just the line you
have indicated- - . I believe there is a distinct
field for these two journals ("Life and Health" and
The Medical Evangelist).
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From Union Conference Presidents:
"I am in sympathy with all you say regarding tkt
magazine and also with its objects and purposes and
will 'be pleased to do what I can to further the iite
ests of this publication."
"1 received your letter of the 27th ult., as well as
the campaign .material enclosed under separate covei.
I thank you for both, and shall be glad to do wha;
I can to extend the magazine, The Medical Evanga.
ist. I am suie we all need to do more along this
line than we have been doing. I have always apprc
ciated the work of our medical institutions- anil tht
message of health reform as >God has submitted ii
to us as a people. I have tried to keep in the middle
of the road on this subject and hope always to keej
in the line of light upon this great truth. I believe
that as the time draws on toward the close of proba
tion we shall see still greater need for the promul
gation of the principles oE health as made known to
us both in the Scriptures and in the Testiraonie.
May the 'Lord bless you all in your efforts to do Hi;
will in the dissemination of the truth of God as it
pertains to these times."
"I want to assure you that I am glad you are right
on the job. I can see from the matter you have
prepared that you are doing good, strong work, anj
I am with you.''
"Yours of recent date relating to The Medical
Evangelist has -come to hand and I write you to
assure you that we will endeavor to do our part in
placing this magazine before our people. I shall hope
to see it have the circulation in our field that its
importance deserves. We are glad to co-operaa
with you in this."
From Union Conference Home 'Missionary Secretaries:
"I very much appreciate the principles1 that ycr.
are laying before -your people and shall be glad in
continue to do everything I can to get it into tin
homes of our members, as I am a thorough believe:
in the health reform in all its phases."
"I shall he glad to do all I can to extend the
influence and circulation of The Medical Evangelist,
With you I believe we should avoid being narrow o.
extremists, yet I believe there is great danger P:
violating against principle which breeds sin ant
transgression. May your journal 'be an honest ami
fearless exponent of the principles of health whicli
God has revealed to this people through the Word
and the Spirit of Prophecy. May these precious prin
ciples which it seems for years past have largely
been lost sight of, and by some even scorned an
lightly esteemed, be proclaimed with increased
power, to accomplish the intended work in the rein
nant church of perfecting the saints, made ready tu
meet their coming Lord."
"I will do all 1 can to boost The Medical Evangel
ist in our union conference."
"Your letter of the 27th received, and I appreciate
very much the contents. I have long since been an
enthusiastic believer and 'practi-eer' in health reform
and I believe with all my heart in the union of the
medical and Gospel phases of our work. This wuthe Saviour's method and no devising of men can
better it. I shall be glad to do all in my power to
present the matter to our union constituency."
From Lo-cal Conference Presidents:
"I appreciate your efforts in working to advann
the cause of health and temperance, as represents
in the magazine, The Medical Evangelist. May thi

"I am glad for the note the paper is striking along
~'jrd bless you in this work, and we will cooperate
health reform lines. I do hope that as a people we
with you in every way we can for a wider circula
tion."
will give the health reform work a more decided note
our work as the Spirit of Prophecy says we must
in
rel
21st
December
of
n
communicatio
your
'I have
before the end. May you enjoy Heaven's blessings
ive to the distribution of The Medical Evangelist.
as you advocate the principles of health reform a&
iin sure that this paper fills a place in this mesthey are related to the Message."
;^e."
"I am sure this paper will carry a proper message.
.Secretaries;
I have asked our Home Missionary department and From LocalConference Home Missionary
Medical Secretary to get as many subscriptions for
of the 23d,
circular
and
"Responding to your letter
this paper among our families as possible."
I will say that personally, I appreciate your journal
"Your good letter regarding The Medical Evangel- as I have come in touch with numbers from time to
time. As I understand The Medical Evangelist and
t is at hand. I will say that 1 shall be glad to
its field it is that we should promote its circulation
»;ik a word for the Evangelist on my trips among
among our own people and our schools. If you peo
> churches of this state. . . I shall try to secure
ple will come right out and make a frank statement
line subscriptions for your paper in the 'future."
to the people that the respective fields of "Life and
"I wish to thank you for your very kind letter of
Health1' and the Evangelist will be differentiated in
reinber 21, and also for the copy of The Medical
their minds, you will be accomplishing something
.vangelist. I want to assure you that we are inter
that will bring results in the way of increased circu
red in this branch of the Lord's work, and will do
lation. Our members and about 99 per cent of our
'iat we can in behalf of the Evangelist."
conference workers do not understand the field that
"I will do all that I can to use my influence as I
The Medical Evangelist should occupy and look upon
avel among the churches to interest our people to
it as a competitor of "Life and Health."
paper."
valuable
this
to
subscribe
"I will be glad to receive the paper and will say
"I am in full harmony with the circulation of the
I will do all that I can while traveling about in
that
Evangelist. I have been taking it for the past two
the conference to get subscriptions for the paper, and
years. I know there are many good articles in it.
sincerely hope that you will have a wide distribu
You may have the privilege of writing to any of our
tion of your paper in our conference for I realize it
ministers or church people about it and I will do all
win be a great help in pushing the home missionary
that I can to speak a word for the journal. . . I work."
assure you that I will do all that 1 can and the field
"I will be pleased to do all that I can as I travel
is open before you."
church to church to rightly represent it.. . .
from
"Your recent favor regarding The Medical Evanto assure you that I have a very great interest
want
I
Belist has been given immediate attention, and I am
that you1 are doing and will be pleased
work
the
in
glad to assist in placing this journal in'the homes of
to do all that I can to advance it along with the
our people. I have already taken this matter up
blessed truth that we all love.'*
Rith our Home Missionary Secretary, -both local and
"I had not known until today the relation your
union, and I have decided that this should also be
magazine "bore to our general -work along with the
brought to the attention of our union committee and
"Life and Health." but as I inquired into the matter,
given due consideration. Personally, I like the mag
the way I understand it now is, The Medical Evan
azine very much."
gelist is to our work medically the same as the "'Re
and
Evangelist
"I have a good word to say ifor the
is spiritually, and in the future we will do
view"
among
will be glad to remember it whenever I can
can to push both these magazines in the
we
what
the people. . . . We will be glad to put something
field."
in the local paper occasionally for it if you send it
"I believe you can make the magazine one that
to us and do anything we can to make the people
will be prized by our people almost as much as the
understand that we are in harmony with the general
"Review and Herald" We surely ought to have
principles of The Medical Evangelist
agency in the denomination occupying this
some
ref
in
21st
December
of
"1 have your good letter
in relation to the health message."
position
high
sure
be
may
You
erence to The Medical Evangelist.
sub
the
that I will do all I possibly can to increase
From Tract Society .Secretaries:
scription list of the Evangelist, for I think it is filling
"We will be glad to cooperate with you in any way
i long-felt want among our people."
to increase the circulation of this good magazine."
"Each month we get out a circular letter to each
"1 will be glad to do what I can to promote the
member of our conference (each head of a family)
of this journal."
circulation
Evangelist
Medical
The
give
to
glad
be
will
and we
"We will endeavor to secure subscriptions for this
some space in this letter. We would like to have
magazine."
you send us about 100 of the little circulars so we
can niace one in each letter and send to the different
"I shall be glad to send out the circulars and do
families in our conference.''
what we can to secure some subscriptions. I shall
write to our church missionary secretaries when
"Your (letter of the 21st ult., also The Medical
we receive the circulars.1'
Evangelist has been received. We have already sent
"Personally, I am very much interested in the ad
out the little leaflets, and hope that they will bring
returns Feel assured that I will do all that I can
vancement of true health reform among our people,
and hope that soon, this part of the message will
to support your work."
again be given rightful place in the world."
"Your letter, .also sample copies of The Medical
"We feel that the work that you are endeavoring
Evangelist reached me in due time, also a number of
to do along this line is one that will .be very bene
pamphlets. These I am sending out to our church
ficial to our people. ... 1 am sure that the work
elders and leaders. If you care to have ITS do it, we
you have started is one that the Lord will richly
have an isolated mailing list of about 25'0 or more.
bless and it is my prayer that He may help to place
If you will send the pamphlets, we will be glad to
this magazine in the homes of the people."
send them in our monthly letter. We are glad to
"We received your letter and a few leaflets. We
work."
cooperate in every good
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are heartily in favor of seeing The Medical Evan
gelist go into the homes of our people. If this meets
your approval you may send us at your earliest con
venience 400 of the leaflets and we will try to get
subscriptions for you."
"We shall be very glad to cooperate with you in
securing subscriptions to The Medical Evangelist.
In one of our next buhetins, which we send out to
several hundred people in this conference we will
print, a paragraph concerning this paper, and we
will endeavor in other ways to bring it to the atten
tion of our people. Will you kindly send us about
three or four hundred copies of the little circular
which you have had printed, a copy of which you
will find attached/'
"We have your letter of December 19 and wish to
assure you that we are much interested in the pro
gress of the work for which The Medical Evangelist
stands. We believe its principles are vital and
should be given much more attention. Wishing you
success and abundant blessing in your good work."
From Sanitarium Managers:
"I am happy to notice that your energies are di
rected in this channel, and I assure you that I shall
be glad to give you any little encouragement or sup
port that I may as the days go by."
"We would like very much to help the magazine
in any way we can. No doubt the magazine is doing
a great deal of good, and we sincerely hope that it
will be very successful and that it will fully meet
the purpose for which it was originally established."
"I have your letter in which you make request for
subscriptions for The Medical Evangelist. We will
take this up as soon as we can and if we have suc
cess we will report. 'We are always willing to tlo all
we can for this periodical."
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From a Physician:
"I am glad to see that you and your associates bave
decided to make The Medical Evangelist drive home
to the hearts of its readers the importance and value
of medical missionary work, and I hope that you will
get the full support of our people.'1
GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF CHRISTIAN
TEMPERANCE
Continued from page 22

to the enjoyment of life's real pleasures, and
are not troubled with vain regrets over misspent
hours, nor with gloomy forebodings, as the
wordling too often is when not diverted by
some exciting- amusement. Godliness does not
conflict with the laws of health, but is in har
mony with them. The fear of the Lord is the
foundation of all real prosperity.
Christian Temperance and Bible Hygiene, Pages 7-14.

COOKING FOR THE SICK, AND OTHERS
Every paragraph, every statement,
every recipe, in this stipcr-cookbook is based on a knowledge of
facts. Mr. Anderson, the author,
is recognized by vegetarian epi
cures the country over as a dieti
tian and food expert of rare ability,
and well qualified to present to
the public such a book as this.
A New Cook Book

No other cookbook has ever at
tempted such a wide range of val
uable and needful information.
19 pages on cooking for the sick.
176 pages of thoroughly tested re
cipes. 500 of them, and every one
an appetizer.
197 pages given to a study of foods
and their uses in the body.
11 pages of most approved canning
methods and preserving.

A Cooking: Lesson Course, Dietetic Errors, Vital Elements in Food, Cooking for the
Siek, and Balancing- the Food, are five of the 26 chapter titles.
This is not only a most excellent cookbook, but also a guide to health through its in
struction reg-arding- food elements, combinations, and food values, as revealed in tests at
food laboratories.
282 pages, 5ix8 ins., bound in washable cloth. Postpaid anywhere in the United
States at $1.50.
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OUR WORKERS AT HOME AND ABROAD
Continued from page 23

golian pheasant, many wild deer and skins of black
tear and Russian wolf.
"We held over fifty meetings, baptized nine in a
lath tub, and 1 had a fine vacation after three years
of unbroken medical work.
"I saw patients and did some 'vest pocket sur
There is a great opening in Manchuria for
gery'.
some Loma Linda graduates and whole stretches of
plains and hills teeming with a multitude waiting for
some one to bring them the light. I consider it as
fine an opening for a young medical man as there is
on earth.
"Our work is still growing. Our patients will come
cltre to the 16,000 mark this year and our .receipts
nil! reach near $9000. I have two good Korean doc
tors now; the best help we ever had. One of them
is anxious to take some postgraduate work in the
United States. He is a fine chap.
"Mrs. Russell is not feeling the best. She has
trorked for nearly fourteen years very hard and we
may be obliged to ask for a transfer to some of our
California institutions for a year or so. We also have
one boy who should 'be in school. I will take it up
with the committee soon, but don't know just what
can l>e done to carry on the Soonan work.
"We are always glad to hear the encouraging
words in regard to the medical school. The grad
uates from there will be obliged to carry on the work
in different places after other lines are closed.' 1
A very interesting letter from Dr. H. E. Herman
came a few days ago. Doctor Herman has been in
Argentina, South America, for about a.year, having

graduated in the medical course in May, 1920- His
work is in connection with our sanitarium in Argen
tina. The following extracts from his letter will be
of interest:
"The medical work in Argentina and the whole of
South America needs to be strengthened. There
ought to be opened a sanitarium near Buenos Aires,
and I understand that the brethren are beginning to
consider the proposition. There is need of estab
lishing sanitaria and hospitals along the coast of
Brazil, where the soil is very fertile for medical mis
sionary work and where, in some sections at least,
the authorities do not require much of a person who
wants to practice medicine and surgery.
".Most of the leading brethren from here, among
them Doctor Hatoenicht, are preparing to go to the
States to attend the General Conference in San Fran
cisco. They will, no doubt, also visit Loma Linda as
their interest is great in our medical school, to which
we look for recruits to build up the medical evan
gelical work in South America.
"I feel thankful for the training I received at the
College of Medical Evangelists. Having had the op
portunity to visit several classes at the National
University in Buenos Aires and observe the students
{here during their work in the laboratories, J got the
impression that I got more out of the four years at
Loma Linda and Los Angeles than these fellows here
get out of their six years' course with all their splen
did up-to-date machinery and their tremendous teach
ing forces.
"There are many other things required of a phy
sician in OUT sanitarium work We have to talk
Spanish and German, have to teach the nurses, the
Sabbath-school, have to be ready any time to preach

Comparison is the only Test
PLEASE bear in mind that we will show you every
* piece of furniture we have in stock without obli
gating you to buy.
We want you to see what we have, what our prices
are and how they compare with those of other houses.
Then we feel that our goods are much better select
ed than the average
line, and the com
bination of Better
Goods and Less
Money must induce you to Voluntarily place
your orders here.
Liberal credit cheerfully extended.

Bollong-Fooshee Furniture Company
l.O.O.F. BLDG.
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a sermon, give an address, give a funeral sermon,
drive a Ford, ride a horse, and many other things
which, if not understood, would not make the medical
work the right arm of the message nor heal the
patients of their physical and spiritual afflictions.
"Letting my thoughts run back to the time of the
grind in Loma Linda, I must confess that my
thoughts toward the teachers were sometimes far
from being tender on account of the milling process
I was subjected to; now, however, I feel more than
grateful for the energy they expended for us fellows,
because making it somewhat hard in Loma Linda
means making it easier in the practical life later on.
"I am planning to go to Buenos Aires by the first
of next year and spend a year in taking examinations
at the university.
"Send my greetings to the family and the student
body, I remain
"Sincerely your brother,
"H. E. HERMAN."

RULES FOR HEALTH
1. Sleeping rooms should be well ventilated.
2. No person should sleep on feathers.
3. Clothing worn in the da}' should not be
worn at night,
4. When taken off, it should be thoroughly
aired.
5. Otherwise effete matters remain in it.
6. Sleep is the best restorer of the nervous
system.

7- One hour of sleep before midnight :
worth two after it.

8. Never eat anything between meals.

9. Two meals a day is better than three.
10. The drink which nature provides >
cold water.
11. The use of salt may fairly be questioned
12. It has no nutriment in it, and greatl'
provokes costiveness.
13. Persons of constipated bowels will fin
its disuse advantageous.
14. Daily exercise in the open air is ab$'
lute pre-requisite to health.
15. Without health of body, vigor of min :
is not to be expected.
16. With feeble body and mind, lar^,
spirituality cannot be enjoyed.
17. And without this, one cannot be a grow
ing Christian.
18. So that Christianity enjoins obedience I
physical law.
19. And insists on its sacredness as truly ?.
on that of tlie decalogue,
20. But ministers seldom preach on tK
worth of the body.
21. They preach on the worth of the soul,

Wedgewood Gas Ranges
Made in California

For Coast Conditions

Priced from $28.00 to $100.00

San Bernardino Hardware Co.
429-431 3rd St.
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22. Not thinking that in a sick body, the
;oul is in prison.

23. And it is more likely to grow depraved
iian good.
24. And to become indifferent to spiritual
onsi derations,
25. And willing to exchange them for bodily
.ndulgences.
26. So that their preaching and lalxir is alnost useless,
27. And needs to be recast, directing it-

*lf as,
28. Well to physical habits as to principles.

"Hoiv to Live," page 78. P^^,bl^shed
tiattle Creek, 1865.

THE DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
Continued from page 19

cine, but for sources of peace and strength out
side your own mind, and I showed you where
to find them unfailingly. I gave you my own
prescription, and I knew it would cure."
"Yet I confess, doctor/' said his patient,
"that I came very near not taking St."
"Very few are willing to try it, I find," said
the physician, smiling again. "But there are
many, many cases in my practice where it
would work wonders if they only would
take it."
This is a true story. The doctor died only
a little while ago, but his prescription remains.
It will do no one any harm to try it. Wellspring.

Everything in Electric Fixtures
at city prices and in
stalling done gratis.

\VKiteside Music Company-

Every Electrical Appliance

en THira Street

needed about the home
may be seen in our store.

San Bernardino, Gal.

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT AND PRICES BE
FORE BUYING

The Southwest Electrical Co.

F. B. HING

16 W. State St.
Calif.
Redlands

ESTABUSHED

Tel. Main 210
JENKINS & CLARK
'' Service before Self''

ACORN GAS

STORE

PHONE.

MAIN

5fll

1O"? Orange Street

1

RES.

PHOME.

BLACK S97

Redlands, Cal.

RANGES

( The World's Best)

of ARM CO. Iron. With white porcelain splashers,
and drip pans. Doors and door frames of heavy cast iron.
Absolutely guaranteed to give satisfaction. Prices alvr&ys
down with the market.

ffoosier Kitchen Cabinets
Better and cheaper than built-in features. Saves miles of
steps for the busy house wife, because everything is at the
finger tips. For sale by

Home Furniture Co.
Corner Court and F Sts.

SAN BERNARDINO

...Complete House Furnishers...
See us before you bay.

HANCOCK #> WADE, Props.
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17 YEARS
of business building in the San
Bernardino Valley, dedicated to
a policy of fair dealing and a
desire to give real, resultful
service.
Fine Dry Goods
and Apparel for Women
and Children

SAN BERNARDINO

REDLANDS

There are Good
and Sufficient

A. W. BATES

reasons we believe for your coming tons
thereby linking your buying with our
close touch with the Markets of this great
country. Our stock of Hardware, Paints,
Household Articles and seasonable Mer
chandise is so good and complete and our
ambition is to put such a price on them
as to make it equitable both for the pur
chaser and the seller. What can be
nearer ones ideal as to fairness in Busi
ness dealings. Our policy for 1922 is to
place the cash Buyer on a Basis of profit
for cash that will interest you. We in
vite your consideration for Quality Goods
priced on a live and Let-live basis.

JEWELRY AND MUSIC
Stiirr Pianos
Phonographs
Records
Sheet Music
Player Rolls
The
Sonora

F. J. GRASSLE, Prop.
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Clear
as a

Phono
graph

= Busy Hardware Store
PHONE: MAIN 201
110-112 Orange St.
Near Triangle
REDLANDS

Is

Bell

520 Third St.
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIF.
|

OdnLji. ^nldnl-ln

Phone: Main 880

Fox-Woodsum Lumber Co.
(INC.)

Substantial Reductions
in the price of all
our Suits and Overcoats,
but no change

Lumber and

in our

Building Material

matchless Quality.

Firat Street and Southern Pacific Track*

REDLANDS

-

CALIFORNIA

Harworth's
Third at E

Our plan book service
is at your service.

UP TOWN OFFICE
and Hemstitching Dept.
425 E Street Phone 142

COLTON OFFICE
114 No. Eighth Street
Phone &4

Larson Llye Works
A. KRISTOFFERSON, Manager

San Bernardino

Painting

Cement Work

Remodeling

Sidney H. Rooks
CONTRACTOR
Office Phone: Black 646 Res. Green 1 329
1 1 7 Grove Street

Dry Cleaning
and Pressing

Redlands, Calif.

Hemstitching, Cloth Covered Buttons
and Plaiting

I make and use

Special Attention Given
to Mail Orders
501 So. E Street

Phone 206

San Bernardino, Cal.
REDLANDS
10 5th Street

KARBONITE
EXCLUSIVELY ON ALL ROOF
WORK
It is the Best

ROOF PRESERVATIVE
Made all Colors for
SHINGLES,

IRON

OR

PAPER
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WATCHMAKER

JEWELER

R. B. WILSON

M. C. GUSKY

6O5 THIRD STREET

MAIN SPRINGS GUARANTEED
ONE YEAR S1.OO

TO MEN

KNOW TAILORING
639 3RD

SAN BERNARDINO.

SAN BERNARDINO,
*

CALIFORNIA

PHONE, HOME IBOT

CALIFORNIA

Whether You are a Resident of Loma Linda or a Guest at the Sanitarium
We invite you to make use of this safe, strong, conservative bank, big enough to
help you, friendly enough to know you and make you feel at home.

4% on Savings
Safe Deposit Uoxes
Mortgage Loans

Escrows
Exchange
Checking Accounts

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF REDLANDS
SAVINGS BANK OF REDLANDS

FURNISHINGS
for Men
Exclusive, but not Expensive
ED. V. PRICE & CO.
Tailored to Measure Clothing

Fowler & Thornquest
THE MEN'S SHOP
107 Orange St.
REDLANDS

Fruit Trees
Shrubbery
Flowering Plants
and
Cut Flowers

City Nurseries
109-a Orange St.

REDLANDS

SMITH BROS
MUSIC STORE
Pianos, Victrolas, Records.
The largest music store this
side of Los Angeles.

10-22 East State Street

When in Redlands

REDLANDS, CALIF.

WE SHOE
the whole family with good
shoes for less money

— Visit San Bernardino
County's Leading
Quality Store

Every pair—
made to wear

B

ENNETT'S
OOTERY

22 East State St.

469 Third St.

REDLANDS

SAN BERNARDINO

Redlands National Bank
- UNION SAVINGS BANK -

I

F you have a checking account the bank does
your bookkeeping free of charge and renders
you a statement of your receipts and expend
itures whenever you ask for it.
Your cancelled checks are receipts for the bills
you have paid. You need never pay a bill
twice if you pay by check.
If you have a savings account your money is
drawing four per cent interest, compounded,
semi-annually. It is always available in case or
sudden need, and it is always safe.

The officers of this bank
are at your service. They
invite you to make this
bank your business home.

OFFICERS
H. H. FORD, President
G. E. SUCHER, Cashier
C. C. HOLLOWAY, Ass't. Cashier
F. K. GRASSLE, Ass't. Cashier
W. N. HASKELL, Ass't. Cashier

